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ABSTF~ACT
The ability of men to be feminists is a point of
contention within the feminist movement. While some
feminist women believe that men can be feminists, many
feminist scholar-s feel that men, by vir-tue of their- gender-,
can never- be feminists.
In or-der- to empir-ically test men fCIr- "feminism", a
wor-king definition of feminism was constr-ucted fr-om the
goals of the National Or-ganization for- Women, the oldest and
lar-gest of the extant feminist gr-oups. These goals wer-e
matched with answer-s concer-ning feminist topics taken fr-om a
National Election Sur-vey study done in 1984-85. Factor-
analysis was per-for-med on this data to extr-act the most
sal ient fa,:tl:,r-s in a pC1ssible "male feminism", and the
answer-s of the men in the study wer-e tested for- the
r-esponses to these factor-so
It was found that, using this yar-dstick as a measur-e
of feminism, only 2.7% of the men sur-veyed could be
classified as feminists. Close to ten per-cent of the sample
cc,uld be said to "lean" tc,war-d feminism; these two gr-C'LlpS
total 11.9%. The r-est of the men in the sample suppor-t
two or- fewer- of the feminist goals out of the four- which
wer-e closely examined. Possible reasons for the difference
in suppor-t for- feminism, as found thr-ough the use of
regression analysis, were the r-espondent's education level,
r-ace, ideology, and whether the respondent had a working
1
mother during childhood.
Due to the findings of this study, some strategy
recommendations were made to feminists who wish to include
men in their ranks. Appeals should be made to prospective
male feminists fr,:,m three perspectives: 1) comm,:,n liberal
ideological goals, which involve the emphasis of equality
for all people; 2) empathy for working women that are close
to the men in question such as wives, mothers, and
daughters, and 3) the common plight of unequal treatment due
to immutable characteristics such as race and gender.
This paper also conjectures a reason why there are so
few male feminists- the possibility of the antipathy of
feminist wClmen tCI the inclusion clf men in "their" movement.
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CHAPTEF.: ONE
The History of Feminism
3
FEMINISM~ A DEFINITION?
The term "feminism" is difficult to define. The
meaning of the word has evolved and expanded over the
history of the feminist movement and has also become fraught
with affective undertones coming from those involved in as
well as outside of the feminist movement.
Thus it follows that it is even more difficult to
establish specific objective criteria for the determination
of who could be labelled a feminist. Feminists are at times
in dispute amongst themselves over the beliefs one must
espouse to fall undel" the category of "feminist". 1'1ust one
be against pornography? Pro-choice? In favor of women in
military combat roles? Feelings on issues would seem to be
important criteria in the determination of who is a
feminist- but which issues, and what positions should be
held on those issues- is open to question.
The theory of group consciousness sidesteps the
pitfalls of specific issue examination. In group
consciousness theory, individuals must meet certain
qualifications in oyder to be labelled as a member of a
specific group- but an adherence to a "pal"ty line" on is.sues
is not included in the analysis. If an individual is
conscious of him or herself as belonging to a particular
gyOUP, and has been through the internal mental processes
deemed necessary by this theory to obtain the group
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consciousness, then he or she can be construed as belonging
to that particular group.l
Other identification measures, including the plain and
simple question, "Do you conside"( yc,urself a feminist?",
have also been used in various scholarly contexts as a
determination of feminism. 2 A consensus has yet to be
l"eached as to what constitutes a "feminist".
Why the apparent difficulty in defining feminism? In
order to answer this question, one must delve into the
history of feminism, which had its roots in a time when
women could not vote, contraception was a rarity, a woman
and her property belonged to her father before marriage and
to her husband afterward, and work outside the home was an
anomaly for most women. One can trace the background of
today's feminism, beginning with the fight for women's
suffrage.
AN HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: THE FIRST WAVE
The feminist movement is divided by most of its
scholars into t,,.,,o "waves". The first wave consists of the
struggle foY women's suffrage. The second wave encompasses
the "',."omen's liberation movement" which began in the 1950's.
IF'" 13urin, A.. !'1iller, and G. Gurin, "StratL\m Identification
and Consciousness," Social Psychology Quarterly," 43, PP'
31-32.
2Pamela Johnston Conover,
Journal of Politics, 50,
"Feminists and the Gender 13api"
4 (November 1988), 991-992.
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Between the two waves of feminist activity, there was a
period during which the rights of women were not on the
public agenda.
The right of women to vote was not the only goal of
the first ~d~2~S women's suffrage movement. However, it was
an objective that was easily understood by most people, and
it became the main focus of the efforts of the movement's
I::-Jc:l"lr tic i. pant s.:3
Even within the suffrage movement, there was
considerable disagreement among suffrage proponents. Some
believed that women should be enfranchised on the basis of
the "equal rights" or "sameness" argument. Simply put? since
men had the right to vote, and women should have the same
rights as men, women should have the right to vote as well.
In contrast, the "di fference" argument advanced the bel ief
that women were possessed by nature of higher moral values
than men; women were more sensitive, selfless, and caring.
This made women not only fit but necessary partners in the
duties of the governance of a moral nation. Women would
supply the "balance" needed in the distinctly male politics
of the day."""
It should not be surprising that there are two
:3Naomi Black, Social Feminism (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1'38'3), p. 20.
"""Juliet Mitchell and Ann Oakley, eds., What is Feminism, (Ne'",
YClr~~= Pantheon Boo~~s, 1986), ppn 50-52.
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suffrage. Indeed, it is surprising that there are not many
more, for the people involved in the drive for women's
enfranchisement were of many different political
persuasions. Some came from a socialist background, others
from the liberal tradition. Still others had visions of
radical new systems of government which they believed would
be made possible by the political participation of women.
Instead of a collective group of suffragists united in
their beliefs and goals, the first wave of the feminist
movement consisted of a loose coalition of persons and
groups dissatisfied for various reasons with the governments
of their respective nations. Most were unified only in the
belief that the addition of women to the electoral process
could help to advance their particular political agendas.
In part because there never was a consensus concerning
feminist political ideology in the first wave, other goals
set by some suffrage advocates- such as the Equal Rights
Amendment, first submitted to the United States Congress in
1923- were never realized. Women did not become the voting
bloc feared by many politicians of the day. Feminists of the
first wave, as well as women in general, varied in their
views on the proper role of women as well as other political
issues. The loose coalition fell apart after the Nineteenth
Amendment was added to the Constitution, and splinter
groups, working within the traditional pluralist
interest-group framework, continued on with their
7
specialized agendas. 5
THE PEF.: I OD BETWEEN THE "WAVES"
It would be a mistake to characterize the period
between the waves (roughly encompassing the years 1925-1960)
as devoid of feminist action. The groups mentioned
previously, such as the Young Women's Christian Association,
the Association of American University Women, and the League
of Women Voters, were active in lobbying for their own
special perspectives on issues. And here, as before, women
and their representative associations were divided as to
what policies and legislation would be most beneficial to
wc,men.
The dichotomy charecterizing this period parallels the
"equality" versus "difference" split clf the first wave.
Between waves, the salient wc,rds became "equal rights" and
"protect ions".
Many women's groups of this era sought to improve the
economic status of women. However, they were far from being
in agreement as to the means to that end. The League of
Women Voters and the Women's Trade Union League, among
others, sought protective legislation for working women in
order to shield women from exploitation at their place of
employment. In opposition to this, organizations such as the
~Ethel Klein, Gender Politics (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1984), pp. 17-18.
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General Federation of Business and Professional Women's
Clubs (BPW) gave their support to equal rights legislation. s
The disagreement concerning protection for women was
also behind the split over the Equal Rights Amendment,
debates about which continued up until the mid-1950's.
Opponents believed that "an equal rights amendment would
make protective legislation that applied only to women
illegal, and would threaten such special measures as widows'
the amendment included such influential notables as Eleanor
Roosevelt and the American Bar Association. A coalition such
as the one that was formed in support of women's suffrage
was never fully realized, however, and the Equal Rights
Amendment was in effect tabled in 1953.
SECOND WAVE FEMINISM
The 1960's were a decade of many changes in the United
States. The civil rights movement, the peace movement, the
rebirth of the women's movement- all of these social
developments signaled a new willingness of the public to
become involved in political matters which they felt were
important. This was the environment which spawned the
"secc,nd wave" clf femin ism.
SKlein, PPM 20-21.
70live Banks, Faces of Feminism (New York: St. Martin's
PI'" ess, 1981), p. 156.
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Gains had already been made for women by the passage
of the Equal Pay Act, which became law in 1963. The Civil
Rights Act also aided the feminist cause, adding sex
discrimination in employment to the actions prohibited by
Congress in 1964.
But many women leaders were not content with these
achievements. In 1966, twenty-eight women formed a group
called the National Organization for Women (NOW) to fight
gender discrimination against women.
In the two years following, other more radical
feminist groups formed in the shadow of NOW, including New
York Radical Women, Seattle Radical Women, Chicago Cadre of
Women, and Women's International Conspiracy from Hell
(WITCH). Less radical groups were also formed, usually with
a narrow focus and a deliberate agenda. Examples of these
were: the National Coalition of Nuns and Church Women
United, whose members pressured for equality for women in
the Catholic Church; Federally Employed Women, formed to
protect the rights of women in government Civil Service
positions; and the National Committee for Household
Employment, which worked to insure equitable salaries for
domestic employees. s
These groups as well as many others- some not even
identified with the women's movement- became united in their
support of the Equal Rights Amendment, resurrected once
SKlein, pp. 23-24.
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again for consideration by the Congress in 1970. The passage
of the amendment through the Congress came at a time when
women as a constituency were highly unified and opposition
to their demands came to be seen as "politically
dangerc1us. "SI
This unity, however, was not to stand the test of
time. The coalitions once again gradually split into
separate interest groups, each with its own goals. Even
within NOW, conflict became common. The more radical
components of NOW abandoned legislative reform as a viable
alternative through which to establish a more equitable
society.10 This break divided even that organization into a
gathering of factions.
The proponents of the Equal Rights Amendment
scattered. The amendment once again did not have the support
necessary to be added to the Constitution.
FEMINISM TODAY
FClr all i nt ent s and pur poses, a popul ar "women's
movement" as it e~l;isted in the first and second waves
described here does not exist today. Feminism itself,
hc,wever, is not dead. In most university libraries a great
number of books can be found on the various doctrines of
SlBanks, Faces, p. 214.
10Banks, Faces, pp. 216-217.
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feminism.
Perhaps the reason for the many scholarly works on
feminism results from the persistent difficulty that
feminists have agreeing amongst themselves as to what
actually constitutes "feminism". As Olive Banks, noted
feminist scholar, describes the prc,blem, " ... feminism has
displayed contradictions both in its philosophy and its
programme that have opened it to attack both from its
enemies and indeed from within its own ranks." 11
In fact, the feminist movement today is certainly as
fragmented, if not more so, than it was at any time in its
history. There are far tCIO many "versions" of feminism
extant today to be listed or examined in this paper; but a
brief discussion of some of the major categories is
necessary in order to fully understand the difficulties with
the label "feminist".
One of the most comprehensive frameworks for the study
of the different shades of feminist belief is addressed by
Jean Bethke Elshtain in her article "Ethics in the Women's
MI:lvement". In it she divides feminist beliefs into four
separ ate "fem in isms": r ad i c al femin ism, 1 i ber al femi n ism,
Marxist/socialist feminism, and ecofeminism.
Radical feminism is, as the name implies, one of the
more extreme points of view. Radical feminists draw a
boundary between men and women that comes close to implying
11Banks, Faces, p. 242.
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that male and female human beings are separate species. Men
are the perpetrators of society's violence, oppression, and
all other evils. Women are the consistent victims of men's
misdeeds. This brand of feminism, in the words of the
article's aLlthor, " ... sketchCesJ a vision of the male that
is unrelenting and unforgiving in its harshness. "12
Li ber al femin ism more c I clsel y r esemb I es the "equal
rights" stance that was a common feminist belief in the
past. This feminist style accentuates not only the rights of
women, and indeed of all people, but the "freedclm to
chc":.se". The value sys"cem of the individual is the primary
emphasis in this type of feminism.
Marxist or socialist feminism, as might be expected,
is oriented toward dividing women and men into separate
"se~/;-,:lasses". To these feminists, all clther class
oppression stems from the domination of women by men. While
men control the means of production, women are consigned to
the sphere of reprodLlo:tion. In this style of feminism, the
problems of women would be solved by the evolution of
society's se)'; rClle classifications from "masculine" and
"feminine" to that of generic "human", with emphasis placed
on the value of androgyny.
The last classification in this framework is a
relatively recent addition to the "family" of feminist
12Jean Bethke Elshtain, "Ethics in the l.Jomen's Movement,"
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science, Vol. 515, May 1991, p. 129.
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beliefs: ecofeminism. Again v the definition follows the
implicaticlns of the label v in that ecofeminists place a
strong value on the primacy of the world ecosystem. These
feminists believe that women are closer to nature, their
bodily functions being more difficult to sever from its
forces. In ecofeminism, men's, and additionally, the earth's
salvation will be the reunification of human beings with the
earth; this back-to-nature movement will be led by women,
who have never strayed very far from the path.
Another current framework for the analysis of feminism
divides it into two styles that roughly correlate to the
"equal rights" and "difference" divisions clf the past. The
labels used in this framewc,rk are " eqL1 ity feminism" and
"soc ial femin ism". 1:3
Naomi Black, in her book Social Feminism, relegates
liberal feminism to the category of equity feminism, whereas
ecofeminism, Marxist/socialist feminism, and radical
feminism fall under the heading of social feminism. Social
femi n i sm v ac c or ding to Bl ac k, fc,,: uses on "the conc ept 0 f
difference, seen as both real and enabling or even
empc,wer ing. II 14 Equ i ty femi n ism is seen as the at tempt to
force women into imitating the image of men.
As one can readily discern, the history of feminism
has been one of disagreement within its own ranks coupled
1:3Black, p. 26.
14Black, p. 72.
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with short periods of coope~ative efforts for a concrete
goal. It is this characteristic disagreement and difficulty
in coming to consensus that makes feminism such an ethereal
topic to study empirically, or even to define.
ANOTHER POINT OF CONTENTION: MEN AND FEMINISM
There is no question that men were involved in the
first wave of feminism. Many historians as well as feminist
scholars document the involvement of influential men such as
Robert Owen, Thomas Paine, Jeremy Bentham, and John Stuart
Mill in early advocacy movements for women's suffrage.1~
The legislative action concerning votes for women
involved men as well. It was, after all, men who controlled
the respective governments which voted to grant women the
suffrage. And while many powerful men came out in favor of
women's enfranchisement for reasons having nothing to do
with granting rights to women, others did support the
movement and indeed, were active participants in it.
In "second-wave" feminism as well, men played a part
in the advancement of feminist goals. Ethel Klein details in
her widely-cited 1984 work Gender Politics the growing
number of people, both men and women, favoring equality of
the sexes. She states that while most of the activists in
the women's movement were women, many whose support was
13Sylvia Strauss, Traitors to the Masculine Cause (Westport:
Greenwood Press, 1982), pp. 3-29.
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cl"itical were men. And, ~Gein states, " ... their suppc.rt
could hardly have been based on either self-interest or
grc.up consc iousness." 16
In spite of this past participation, most feminist
scholars of today downplay the male role in first wave
feminism as well as current feminist movements and insist
that the words "male" and "feminist" were and are mutually
e:r;clusive.
The disassociation of men from feminism was not always
the case. Feminism has evolved into a belief system which is
increasingly "gender-specific". As F.:osilind Delmar states in
her essay "What is Feminism?": "In 1866, J. S. Mill could be
welcomed as an adequate representative of [womenJ ... [inJ
1972 Simone de Beauvoir could refer to feminists as 'those
women and even men' .•• [nJ6w, in the mid-eighties, it is
practically impossible to speak of 'male feminism' ... "17
Feminism has only recently become the terrain solely of
women.
Other feminist scholars echo the "women only" view.
Naomi Black, in her book SCll:ial Feminism, flatly states that
men's groups- or even groups whose membership includes men-
cannot be feminist. Indeed, she goes on later in the book to
call the idea of male feminism a "logical impc.ssibil ity".
She e:r;plains her reasoning as follc.ws: " ... the cruc ial
16Klein, pp. 94-95.
17Mitchell and Oakley, p. 27.
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feminist demand is the abrogation of men's authority and
control over women, for it is the demand that defines
feminism ... Male authority cannot deny its own legitimacy."u3
Denial of this statement would have been vehement in
the early second wave. The National Organization for Women
had as one of its initial officers a man, Richard Graham,
who served as Vice-President East. Four members of the
twenty-four-member board which existed at the birth of
organization were male. Men were encouraged to join and
participate in NOW.19
There is some disagreement among feminists on the
issue of male feminists. In Olive Banks' book Becoming a
Feminist, published in 1'385, she maintains that "men need
n,:,t be wl"itten out altogether from the women's movement. "20
Indeed, Klein's Gender Politics devotes two entire chapters
to discussing the "male path to feminism" and the gathering
and analysis of data which support her views. 21
Because of the controversy concerning this issue
within the feminist ranks, Klein's study, which used data
collected in 1'372, has been one of the few empirical studies
of feminism which included men. Most studies of feminism
1SBlack, pp. 23-24.
19Maren Lockwood Carden, The New Feminist Movement (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1974) p. 104.
2°Olive Banks, Becoming a Feminist (Athens: University of
Georgia Press, 1985), p. 27.
Z1Klein, pp. 94-122.
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discount the notion of "male feminism" or do not mention men
at all.
Is there a legitimate reason for this exclusion? Many
feminist scholars maintain that there is. The often-used
measure of feminism, the "group cc,nsciousness" measure, is
usually defined as excluding persons who have not recognized
themselves as members of a particular group. Men, these
scholars believe, cannot identify themselves as members of
the feminist group by virtue of the fact that they are male.
It is stated by these scholars that the first step in
developing a feminist group consciousness is not identifying
one's self as a feminist, but identifying one's self as a
woman- a member of the oppressed group.22
According to the literature, there are four necessary
components to the development of a group consciousness:
social group identification, power discontent, system
blaming, and a collectivist orientation. Social group
identification is characterized by the recognition that one
shares values and interests with members of a particular
group. Power discontent consists of the belief that one's
group does not have the power to which it is entitled. By
system blaming, the individual places the blame for the
lower status of the group on society rather than on the
group membership. Finally, the attainment of group
22Clyde Wilcc,:r:, "The Causes and C':,nsequences e,f Feminist
Consciousness among Western European WClmen," Comparative
Political Studies, Vol. 23 (4), Jan. 1991, p. 520.
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consciousness is achieved by the recognition that collective
action is the only solution to the problems that members of
the group face. 23
According to these feminist scholars, men cannot
develop the group consciousness necessary to become
feminists because they do not share the gender of the social
group denied its power, in this case, women.
However, other feminist scholars theorize that there
is a road that men can take toward a feminist viewpoint that
does not strictly entail men's development of a feminist
group consciousness. This alternative route is discussed by
Klein as well as some others in the field. The alternative
to feminist group consciousness is usually termed "sympathy"
of men toward the status of women. It is this sympathy, or
"identificatic,n with" wc,men, as opposed to "identification
as" a woman, which is the object of the studies dealing with
male feminists.
The issue of men as feminists is certainly open for
discussion, and this paper would not presume to solve the
dilemmas that it poses. This thesis will not attempt to
address the personal and private thoughts of men concerning
feminism. The group consciousness definition of feminism as
well as the male sympathy stance deal with processes that
are by their very nature difficult to measure empirically-
the innermost workings of the human mind. Both of the above
2::3Elizabeth Adell Cook, "Measuring Feminist Consciousness,"
Women and Politics, vol. 9 (3), 1989, pp. 72-73.
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measures endeavor to quantify the mental devices by and
through which persons become aware of the oppressed status
of members of the female gender.
What this thesis can and will endeavor to accomplish
is the quantification of specific and concrete
representations of measures of men's public relationships
toward feminism and feminist issues.
WHAT MAKES THIS ISSUE IMPORTANT?
Why are men's opinions of feminism and feminist issues
important? Why not focus feminist studies on women, about
whom there is no controversy?
One reason is that the controversy does exist within
the feminist community about the ability of men to be
feminists. Because this area is a source of disagreement for
many feminists, its study should be pursued in an empirical
fashion to attempt to contribute to a resolution of the
dispute in a scholarly forum.
Secondly, the fact that the idea of men as feminists
has been rejected by many women feminists seems to embody
that very discrimination-by-gender about which feminists
have been protesting so vehemently for many years. More
studies need to be undertaken to test hypotheses concerning
men and feminism; men should not be judged as unable to be
feminists simply by virtue of their gender.
20
Thirdly, the flat repudiation of men (and even
organizations which include men) as non- or anti-feminist
without some sort of empirical data to support that action
would be foolhardy in the extreme. By doing so, feminist
women could be alienating those men who truly wish to
validate them. On the other hand, inclusion of men who
support feminism and feminist goals could be a true asset
for women's organizations who wish to advance feminist
objectives. Studies of the male feminist issue could help to
clarify which strategy- inclusion or repudiation- would be
most advantageous for women.
Finally, studies of this kind could raise other
questions relevant to the future of feminism. Are the goals
of feminism understandable to men? If there are male
feminists, what was it that attracted them toward feminism?
Can this attraction be replicated so that other men can
understand the feminist message? These questions and many
more can and should be raised in studies which would address
implications for the future of feminism.
CHAPTEF.: TWO
Measures of Feminism
A comprehensive review of the relevant literature on
the topic of feminism would be a massive undertaking, far
beyond the scope of this paper. However, it is possible to
discuss in some detail the manner in which concepts of
feminism have been operationalized by scholars for the
purpose of empirical research.
Because of the problems inherent in the definition of
feminism, the attempt to measure degrees of feminism per se
has rarely been undertaken. Instead, indicators which would
seem to imply the possession of a feminist belief system,
such as the feminist group consciousness measure, have been
quantified and studied. Since the group consciousness
measure has been previously explained in Chapter One, it
will be used here as the first example of how feminism has
been operationalized in the literature.
FEMINIST GROUP CONSCIOUSNESS
Elizabeth Adell Cook, in her article "Measuring
Feminist Consciousness", used data selected from the
American National Election Studies, (NES) which were
collected by the Center for Political Studies of the
Institute for Political Research at the University of
Michigan. These studies are frequently used by scholars in
the social sciences for empirical research, and will thus be
cited numerous times in this paper.
23
Two survey questions from this data set were used by
Cook to quantify feminist consciousness. The first question
concerned the "equal role scale". In it, respondents are
addr essed with th is issue: "Pec ent 1y, there has been a 1Cit
of talk about women's rights. Some people feel that women
should have an equal role with men in running business,
industry, and government. Others feel that women's place is
in the home. Where would you place yourself on this scale,
Olr haven't you thought much about this?" The scale then runs
from the value 1, which corresponds to "women and men should
have an equal role", to 7, "women's place is in the home".
In Cook's measure of feminist group consciousness, the
answer to this equal role question was combined with the
response to a "feeling thermometer" regarding the "women's
liberation movement". The feeling thermometer is a device
designed to measure the degrees of warmth or coldness a
respondent has toward a particular person or group. The
number 100 correlates with extreme warmth toward the subject
of the thermometer, zero with extreme coldness. 24
Cook's measure has some advantages over other measures
used in the literature. Since the wording of these questions
has remained the same in each American National Election
Survey taken between 1972 and 1984, this measure can be used
for longitudinal analysis. Also, Cook takes into account the
tendency of different individuals to respond differently to
24Cook, pp. 76-77.
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the feeling thermometer measure. By using the mean of the
respctndent's feeling thermometer scores, it can be
ascertained whether or not the score on the women's
liberation movement thermometer is a high score for that
particular individual compared to other feeling thermometer
ratings. This also avoids the dangers of picking a specific
"cutoff" score as an indication of a feminist group
consciousness.
Cook divided the respondents into three groups for the
purposes of her study. In the first group she placed women
who score at four (neutral) or above on the women's equal
role scale. These women were determined to be lacking a
feminist consciousness. The women who responded positively
to the idea of an equal role for women were measured
according to their relative scores on the women's liberation
movement (WLM) feeling thermometer scale. Those who did not
rate the women's liberation movement at more than 10% above
their feeling thermometer mean scores Cook labeled as
"pot ent i al femin i st s". Wc,men whct comb i ned favor abl e sc ores
on the equal role scale with high scores on Cook's relative
t-JLM measure were considered to have a "politicized feminist
consciousness".2~
There is one distinct problem with this measure for
the purpose of the analysis of male feminism. Cook's
feminist consciousness measure employs group consciousness
2~Cook, pp. 79-80.
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theory; men are not considered by this theory as capable of
internalizing the feminist group consciousness. Thus Cook's
measure is meant to include only women in its analysis.
A similar study was conducted with Western European
women by Clyde Wilcox. A measure of what he termed "feminist
consciousness" was constructed from the responses to four
issue statements from the 1983 Euro-Barometer survey. These
statements pertained to fighting prejudice against women,
obtaining equality between men and women in the workplace,
giving women the same chances as men in parties and
elections, and ensuring that either the mother or the father
could stay at home with a sick child. His conclusions were
that among Western Europeans, between 25% and 50% of women
in each country examined could be labeled feminists
according to this measure. Again, only women were included
in the analysis. 26
Various scholars have made intensive studies of the
group consciousness measure and its implications. The
components of group consciousness have been defined and
described. But the survey questions used by scholars to
operationalize group consciousness have not always been an
exact fit to the group consciousness concept. The measures
listed above are examples of this disparity. There is no
specific reference in these survey questions to power
26Clyde Wilcox, "The Causes and Consequences of Feminist
Consciousness among Western European Women," Comparative
Political Studies, Vol. 23, No.4 (Jan. 1991), pp. 521, 538.
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discontent or system blaming. The group consciousness
qualities of the respondents are inferred by the authors of
the studies and, hopefully for the authors, by the readers
of the studies.
It could be stated that the surveys used are at least
somewhat at fault for their lack of inclusion of questions
that directly refer to the descriptive components of the
group consciousness measure. However, the lack of directly
relating questions in survey data is a standard difficulty
for many empirical studies in the social sciences. Finding a
survey that asks precisely the questions one wants answered
is problematic.
This creates a dilemma in the academic community which
is solved by choosing that which most closely resembles what
one is attempting to measure and using that to "stand for II
the real issue. In the studies listed above, since there are
no measures that explicitly address the components of
feminist group consciousness, these components have been
operationalized in a manner which most closely approximates
them.
This manner involves using questions- such as the
feeling thermometer of the women's liberation movement and
the scale measuring the respondent's feelings concerning
eqLlal rights for women that, it could be argued, fail to
measure a "feminist grc,up conscic,usness". This is a common
problem in this sort of research.
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But since scholars realize the deficiencies inherent
in problems of measurement, it would be negligent for those
scholars to insist that since a particular measure is
designed to represent a measure of feminist group
conscic,usness, it can only be used to represent a "feminist
group consc iousness". And, indeed, if a man and a wClman
obtained the same score on either clf these "group
cClnsciousness" measures, and a man cannot by definition
possess a feminist group consciousness, then what is the
group consciousness measure measuring in the man? This and
other issues continue to contri~ute to the scholarly dispute
in the al'ea clf "male feminism".
FEMINIST SELF-IDENTIFICATION
Anc,ther "wc,men-clnl y" meaSLll'e was used by Pamel a
Johnston Conover in her article "Feminists and the Gender
Gap". Using the same survey series, this time frclm the yeal'
1985, Conover employed the answel' to the inquiry, "Sometimes
a woman might think of herself as a woman, as a working
woman, and sometimes as a homemaker. Do you think of
yourself as a 'homemaker' most of the time, some of the
time, occasionally, or never?" This question was repeated to
women in the survey with the insertion of the term
"feminist", and it is this response that Conover '""as
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concerned with in her measure.
She combined this feminist self-identification with
the respondents feeling thermometer rating of feminists by
multiplying their feminist self-identification score by
their score on the feminist feeling thermometer. In
C:onc,ver's own words, this meaSU1"e "combine[sJ affective
intensity with self-categorization to produce the final
measure of feminist identity." 27
The self-identification measure of feminism would seem
to be a particularly valid method of quantifying the number
of persons who consider themselves feminists. But as Conover
herself concedes, the self-identification measure is not a
foolproof way of measuring if a woman is a feminist. The way
women feel about feminists, even if they consider themselves
to be feminists, is sometimes at odds with their feminist
identity. Conover endeavors to modulate the effects of the
use of the single measure of feminist self-identification by
the use of the feeling thermometer.
A debate over the accuracies of this measure would
seem to be rendered moot for the purposes of this paper. As
was previously mentioned, the feminist self-identification
question was asked only of women, perhaps a concession to
the persons who believe that only a woman can be a feminist.
The Conover article did attempt to identify feminist men by
what she termed "indirect measures", such as the survey
27Pamel a Johnston Cc,nover, "Fem in i st s and the Gender Gap,"
Journal of Politics, Vol. 50 (3), Nov. 1988, p. 991.
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questic,ns dealing with "feeling close" to feminists, but the
article descr-ibed the findings as " con tr-adictor-y", and the
respective data wer-e not included in the analysis. 28
POLITICAL SYMPATHY
Conover- has suggested a measur-e for- what she ter-ms
"political sympathy" to'Har-d 'Hor-king women in another-
ar-ticle, "The F.:ole clf Social t3r-oups in Political Thinking".
Again using an Amer-ican National Election Studies sur-vey,
this time fr-om 1984, Conover- combines equally the r-esponses
to two questions concer-ning discr-imination against wor-king
women to for-m her- political sympathy measur-e. The questions
wer-e: 1) Do wor-king women get mor-e or- less than they
deserve, and 2) Do you feel bitter- or resentful about this?
This measur-e, unlike that which was listed above, was
applied to men as well as women.
Her findings indicate that neither men nor women
harbor much actual hostility toward working women (5% of men
and 1% of women had scores that Conover describes as
indicators of political hostility). Political neutrality was
far more common, with 33% of men and 39% of women having
scores on this scale that were found to be politically
neutral. Men, however, were more apt to show mild sympathy
than women according to Conover's measure- 51% of men as
28Conover, "Femi n i st s," pp. 1001-1002.
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opposed to 39% of women were rated as mild on the political
sympathy scale. Women led in strong sympathy by 21% to men's
12%. Still, the combination of mild and strong sympathies
shows men and women at virtually a dead heat, with
expressions of sympathy for working women at 53% for men and
50% for women. 29
In this particular article, Conover equates
identification with and sympathy for working women with
political sympathy for all women. While this is an excellent
effort at operationalizing the concept of political
sympathy, one can clearly see that there are difficulties
inherent in extrapolating a measure of sympathy for working
women to political sympathy toward all segments of the
female population and using this as a predictor of
"femin ism".
In a sympathy measure not based on an American
National Election Survey, Crosby and Herek took a random
sample of 182 white men between the ages of 25 and 40 and
posed a number of questions again pertaining to attitudes
toward working women. The employment status of wives and
mothers and the prestige of the men's occupations were used
as independent variables. They reported in their study that
men with higher prestige occupations show greater sympathy
for working women, with the employment status of their wives
29F'amela Johnstc.n Conover, "The Pole ,:.f Social Groups in
F'olitical Thinking," British Journal of Political Science,
Vol. 18 (1'388), pp. 58-5'3.
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and mothers having little or no effect. 80
In this study, as with Conover's, only men's opinions
concerning women in the workforce were tapped for a measure
extrapolated to include sympathy for all women.
Additionally, this research failed to control for level of
education, which could explain the differences in the
opinions of men in low-prestige and high-prestige
occupat ions.
INTERSEX CONFLICT
Virginia Sapiro is another scholar of feminism who has
done much research in this area. In her article "News From
the Front: Intersex and Intergenerational Conflict Over the
Status of Women", Sapiro used the American National Election
Study of 1976 to measure conflict between men and women over
perceptions of women's status.
She divided her measurements into four categories:
egalitarianism, power, nature/nurture, and strategy. The
measure of egalitarianism was the same as the measure used
by Cook and others, the "equal rClle" scale. F'owelr was
measured by the combination of responses to two questions.
The first asked whether the amount of influence men have in
American life and politics was too much, too little, or
::3°Faye Crosby and !3regory M. Herek, "Male Sympathy with the
Situation of Women: Does Personal Experience Make a
Difference?" Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 42, No.2
(1986), pp. 58-65.
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about r-ight. This question was then r-epeated, with "women"
substituted for- "men".
The natur-e/nurtur-e categor-y was based on the r-esponse
to four- pair-ed statements, of which the r-espondent was given
the option of choosing the one of the pair which came
closest to expr-essing the r-espondent's true opinion. One
e:t;ample of these statements reads, "By natur-e, women ar-e
happiest when they ar-e making a home and car-ing for-
childr-en. -or-- Our- society, not natur-e, teaches women to
prefe1" homemaking to wor-k outside the home."
The categor-y concer-ning str-ategy r-elates to the best
way women can impr-ove their- status. For this measure, the
pr-efer-ences to two pair-ed statements were combined. The text
of one of these pair-s is: "Women can best overcome
discr-imination by pursuing their- individual car-eer- goals in
as feminine a way as possible. -or- It is not enough for- a
woman to be successful her-self: women must work together- to
change laws and customs that ar-e unfai1" tCI all 'nlclmen".
Although Sapir-o was as concer-ned in her- ar-ticle with
conflict acr-oss gener-ations as she was with conflict across
gender, she does r-epor-t that her- data show "not much
interse:t; ,:onflict." "Bc,th se:t;es", she writes, "believe that
they ar-e r-elatively egalitar-ian, both remain unconvinced
that women's success in public life is impeded by
socialization and discrimination r-ather- than by chr-omosomes,
hormones, and 'nature.''':31 This conclusion would seem to
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suggest that men and women's opinions on the status of women
share much in tdmmon, and that a measure of feminism that
would apply to members of both sexes is a possibility.
A MEASURE OF FEMINISM FOR BOTH SEXES
Ethel Klein is one of the few scholars in this field
who has asserted that men can be feminists. She maintains in
her book Gender Politics that men come to a feminist point
of view by a different path than women, but that their
approach has equal validity. Men's alternate approach,
according to Klein, makes them no less feminist than women
who become feminists through the development of a feminist
group consciousness.
The "path to feminism" that men take is through
political ideology. Men who look to the government to insure
justice and social equity for all people will naturally be
more likely to see the injustices and inequities perpetrated
upon women, and will wish to change the status quo. Not so
much, perhaps, as women, who are seeking personal
advancement and have a personal view of possible
discrimination; but these men feel that an injustice toward
one group is detrimental to all and could ultimately affect
their own rights and choices, and would thus seem to have a
:31Virginia Sapiro, "News From the Front: Interse:/; and
Intergenerational Conflict Over the Status of Women,"
Western Political Quarterly, Vol. 33 (1980), pp. 262-267.
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personal stake as well. 32
~<lein attempts to measure "feminism" in both men and
women using a scale developed from two questions on the 1972
American National Election Study. Since she sees feminism as
a continuum, she has no specific cutoff scores- she refers
to categories such as the top quarter or the bottom third.
She constructed her measure from two questions dealing
with 1) individual commitment to non-traditional gender
roles, with scores ranging from 1-10, and 2) perception of
gender discrimination, scoring from 0-3. These scores are
multiplied together to constitute Klein's measure of
feminism.
Klein's findings are very interesting. She reports
that 31% of men and 25% of women thought that women's
circumstances were fine as they were. Twenty-two percent of
both men and wc,men, however, were 1 isted as being "strongly
feminist".::J::J
According to Klein's data, age is negatively
correlated with feminism- the younger the man, the more
likely he is to be a feminist. Also, if a man is single,
separated, or divorced, there is a greater probability of
feminism, but when age is held constant, the effect of
marital status virtually disappears.
As was reported in the Crosby and Herek survey, Klein
::J2Klein, pp. 95-96.
33Klein, p. 103
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also found that men with lower-status occupations were less
likely to be feminists, although men with employed wives
were more likely to be feminists regardless of the men's
occupations. Level of education was positively correlated
with feminism for both men and women, as well as having an
employed mother. Frequency of attendance in a house of
worship was negatively correlated with Klein's measure of
feminism.
Klein makes her point concerning the origins of male
feminism by showing that the positive correlation of liberal
ideology with her measure of feminism is almost twice as
high for men as it is for women (men r=.25, women r=.13).
For women, other factors, such as age, are more important
than idec,lc,gy.84
Klein followed up her extensive study with a brief
examination of the status of feminism according to the 1976
American National Election Study survey. She concluded by
stating that while there were still feminist men, the gap
between men and women seemed to be growing larger, and that
it was women who were keeping the women's movement alive.8~
Klein's study is certainly the premier work in this
field. She is one of the few scholars to attempt to add men
to the ranks of "sec.:,nd wave" feminism. She was, however,
stUdying a specific point in time- the time period which
841-:~lein, p. 116.
8~Klein, p. 138.
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cOLlld be labeled the "advent" of the women's movement's
second wave. This work, although published in 1984, used
data collected in 1972. It could be argued that men as well
as women were more involved and committed to feminism in
1972 than they were in 1976, or indeed in 1985 or 1992.
Would a researcher find similar results in a later time
frame? Now that feminism is not such a fashionable issue,
what opinions do men hold concerning feminism?
In sum, it may be observed that although these
scholarly studies differ in significant ways, one of theil'
commonalities is an inability to form a measure of feminism
that can be applied to both men and women regardless of time
frame. Although the most important reason for this
deficiency is the lack of data with which to perform
empirical analysis, some of the cause presumably can be
linked to the parochial vision of scholars searching for an
all-female feminism.
What precisely are the deficiencies in the current
measures of feminism? Is there a need for a new measure? Can
a measure be found that will be gender-inclusive? On what
data could it be based? These questions and others will be
addressed in the following chapters.
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CHAPTEF.: THREE
Is Another Measure Appropriate?
38
Feminism is an interesting topic for research
precisely because, as was stated in the earlier chapters, it
is so difficult to define. Scholars have done studies of
feminism using various surrogate measures, such as feminist
self-identificatic,n, feminist group consciousness, etc.
There are drawbacks to all the measures of feminism
reviewed in this paper. However, scholars involved in the
study of empirical data in the social sciences expect
drawbacks. Though perfection is the aim, conventional wisdom
concedes that this aim '",ill nevelr be achieved. l.-Jhy, then, is
another measure of feminism necessary? Why especially a
measure which would examine a feminism which includes men, a
controversial issue in itself?
The detailed empirical examination undertaken in this
chapter which is based on the measures devised by other
scholars brings to light some salient and sometimes
unexpected results which will serve to point out the need
for a measure that more clearly delineates "feminism".
Following this examination, a measure of feminism will
be introduced that was derived from the principles of the
National Organization for Women, a well-known feminist
organization. Statistical techniques will be utilized to
illustrate why this measure is a viable alternative to other
measures common to the literature.
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FEMINIST SELF-IDENTIFICATION
It was Conovel'" in hel'" al'"t i,:le "Feminists and the
Gendel'" Gap" whc. fil'"st used the feminist self--identification
meaSUl'"e. It should be noted that the data she used in hel'"
l'"eseal'"ch wel'"e collected by the Amel'"ican National Election
Studies sUl'"vey in a 1985 pilot study. Pilot studies al'"e
conducted in non-election yeal'"s fol'", among othel'" l'"easons,
the pUl'"pose of testing the mel'"its of the addition of
specific new questions to the data set, which is customal'"ily
composed of vil'"tually the same questions with a few
additions in each election yeal'" sUl'"vey. New questions al'"e
only added to the majol'" SUl'"vey aftel'" much testing, which
leads to some questions being asked only on pilot studies
and then discal'"ded. In this instance, the question "Do you
considel'" youl'"self a feminist?" was asked of female
l'"espondents of the 1985 pilot study, but was not l'"epeated in
the studies conducted since then. That makes this study
pal'"ticulal'"ly invaluable to scholal'"s seeking to leayn mOl'"e
about feminism.
Conovel'" sought to lessen the effects of being
dependent solely on the one meaSUl'"e of feminism by the
addition c,f the "feminist feel ing thel'"mometel'"" l'"atings to
fOl'"m a composite. Howevel'", when one examines the yesults, it
becomes appayent that theye al'"e somewhat contl'"adictol'"Y
messages in the l'"esponses. Among women who identified
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themselves as feminists "most of the "time" in the 1'385
survey, 35.9% had scores of 50 degrees or less on the
feminist feeling thermometer. Almost sixty-seven percent of
the self-identified feminists rated feminists at 75 degrees
or lower. When women who consider themselves feminists "some
of the time" '..Jere added, the percentage tha"t r-ated feminists
at 50 degrees or lower increased to 42.3%; only 24.5% of
women who placed themselves in these two categories rated
feminists above the top quarter (75 degrees) of the feeling
thermometer. It would seem that even women who identify
themselves as feminists do not wholeheartedly approve of
feminists in general. This measure, even though it consists
of straightforward questions concerning feminism and was
applied only to women, clearly has its deficiencies.
Why would a woman who considers herself to be a
feminist not feel a more-than-moderate amount of warmth
toward feminists as a group since, presumably, that group
includes herself? Only the women queried in the survey could
answer this question definitively from their own individual
viewpoints, but perhaps a speculation is in order.
The word "feminist" seems to have taken on a host of
derclgatc.ry I:onnotat ions since the denouement clf the "'..Jomen' s
mc.vement". Many women feel that associatic.ns with these
negative connections must be avoided at all costs. Women are
hesitant to describe themselves as feminists regardless of
their agreement with what feminists have accomplished thus
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far for fear of the implications of the "feminist" label. As
Black describes, "... CTJhe maJc,rity of women prefer to say,
'I am not a feminist, but ... ' and then support equal pay, or
freedom of choice regarding reproduction, or any of the wide
range of issues that have concerned '.... omen activists. "::>€.
Certainly for men, it would be even mClre difficult tCI admit
tCI feminist self identification, even if they were asked .. In
the case of the 1985 Pilot Study, they were not.
One finds that similar results are obtained from the
examination of data pertaining to the other component of
Conover's feminist self-identification measure, the feminist
feeling thermometer. Using the same data set from 1985, when
the thermometer scores are regressed over other
feminist-related measures and issues, there was one
statistically significant correlation between scores on the
feminist feeling thermometer and nine other feminist-related
issues for persons of either gender .. Gender itself was
statistically significant, though only about 4% of the
variation of the variation in the identifiction variable
is correlated with the independent variables.~7
This measure would seem to be overburdened with more
than its share of ambiguity in the interpretation of the
meanings of the relevant variables. Perhaps it would be
advantageous to search for a less angst-ridden measure.
~GBlack, p. 10.
~7See Table 1 in Appendix.
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FEMINIST GROUP CONSCIOUSNESS
Cook advocates the feminist g~oup consciousness
measure as the solution to this problem. She states that her
measure has a particular advantage in that it can be used
from 1972-1984, the years that the identical text for the
questions she used as variables was included in the American
National Election surveys. The pertinent variables were also
incorporated into the 1985 Pilot Study mentioned above, some
for the last time before they were phased out of this study
series, and so the data from this pilot study will be used
again here for illustrative purposes.
Why examine this measure at all, when it was designed
as a measure of women's feminist consciousness? Referring
back to statements addressing the exclusivity of this
measure in Chapter Two, it is possible that Cook's variables
could be used to determine if men possess something akin to
a feminist group consciousness - though if they did,
proponents of group consciousness theory presumably would
have to introduce a new term or concept to describe the
phenomenon. Be that as it may, no chance of the application
of empirical data to an issue should be arbitrarily
dismissed because of the gender of the respondent. The
feminist group consciousness measure was applied to both men
and women for the purposes of this paper and the results
follow.
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Cook's measure of feminist consciousness is based on
the SCOl'"e fl'"c.m a l'"espondent's l'"ating of the "'"Jomen's
libel'"ation movement" on the feeling thel'"mometel'" scale
combined with the t-esp,:.ndent's SC01"e on the "equal rights
fol'" women" scale. Twelve feeling thel'"mometel'" SCOl'"es al'"e used
in the detel'"mination of a mean feeling thel'"mometel'" value fol'"
each l'"espondent, and only those whose l'"ating of the women's
libel'"ation movement is at least ten pel'"cent highel'" than
theil'" mean feeling thel'"mometel'" SCOl'"e al'"e considered as
possibly having a feminist gl'"OUp consciousness. In addition
to scol'"ing the women's libel'"ation movement ten percent above
theil'" mean feeling thel'"mometel'" scol'"es, l'"espondents must have
l'"eplied with at least a thl'"ee Ol'" 10yJel'" on the "equal l'"ights"
scale, whel'"ein a SCOl'"e of one l'"eflects an attitude in favol'"
of equal l'"ights fol'" women, and a SCOl'"e of seven meaning
feeling of antipathy, to be labeled as possessing a feminist
group consciousness.
The meaSUl'"e of feminist consciousness seems to fal'"e
bettel'" than feminist self-identification. The tel'"m "women's
libel'"atic.n movement" l'"ates much highel" on a feeling
thel'"mometel'" scale with both men and women than its l'"enegade
cousin, "feminists". Both se:,:es. consistently give the
women's libel'"ation movement l'"atings on the feeling
thel'"mometel'" scale that al'"e mOl'"e than twice as high as theil'"
ratings of "feminists".:38 While this diffel'"ence in the
:38Regl'"ession of women's libel'"ation movement feeling
thel'"mometel'" on feminists feeling thel'"mometel'" l'"esults:
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feeling thermometer scores could be an indicator of many
different influences, the fact that the women's liberation
movement scores are much "walrmer" implies that there is less
anxiety about warm feelings being associated with this
measure, and strongly suggests that this thermometer measure
is the more useful measure of attitudes toward the women's
movement.
The equal rights measure is also a useful indicator.
The combination of the two measures should be a reasonably
accurate predictor of feminist group consciousness, as well
as feelings on feminist issues.
Cook does indeed use this measure as a predictor of
feelings on issues as well as an indication that the
respondent possesses a feminist group consciousness. The
issues that she singled out for examination with her measure
were the Equal Rights Amendment and abortion rights. She
relates that women who score as having a feminist group
consciousness are more likely tCI "take liberal positions on
the EF.:A and abor t ion" . 8'3
A further statistical examination of this result using
regression analysis shows somewhat more complicated results.
Regression analysis is a technique whereby the effect of one
or m01'e va1'iables (known as "independent va1'iables") upon
anothe1' va1'iable (the "dependent va1'iable") may be
b=.485622, beta=.519887, l' squared=.27028, p less than
01' equal to .00001.
:3'3Cook, p. 86.
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quantified by drawing a line or lines on a graph which best
summarize the numerical values of the variables in question.
Predictions can then be made about the relationships, if
any, of dependent variable to the independent variables
based on the slope of the line. The results are said to be
statistically significant if the probability that the
outcome of the statistical test being a result of sampling
error is less than a specific percentage, usually 10%, but
sometimes less.
When Cook's measure of feminist consciousness is
regressed over variables measuring feelings on other issues
related to feminism the results are not clear-cut. Variables
concerning affirmative action for women, government spending
for child care for working women, government help to improve
the socio-economic status of women, and the feeling
thermometer concerning Geraldine Ferraro were all found to
have no statistical significance using the 1985 survey
data. 40
Another interesting result was found when using the
feminist group consciousness measure was obtained using a
t-test, a statistical test which compares group means to
determine i f the difference in sample means is statistically
significant. In this case, the groups to be compared were
men and women. In the 1985 NES pilot study, there was no
statistically significant difference in the mean scores of
40See Table 2 in Appendix.
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the feminist group consciousness measure between the two
groups.41 This would indicate the difference in means
between men and women may have been nothing mo~e than
sampling erroy. When yegyession analysis was peYfoymed with
gendey as an independent vaYiable, the Yesults again showed
that gendeY was not statistically significant. 42
What aye some implications of these outcomes? PeYhaps
this Yesult simply means that possession of a feminist gyOUP
consciousness is all too uncommon among membeys of eitheY
gendeY. It could indicate that even those who aye imbued
with feminist gyOUP consciousness a~e not in agyeement on
some yelevant issues. No matteY what the yeasons foy these
somewhat inconsistent findings, enough doubt is cast by them
on the feminist gyOUP consciousness measuye to indicate that
anotheY measuye may be moye helpful in the deteymination of
the existence of male feminism.
NOW PLATFORM OF FEMINISM
The National OYganization foy Women (NOW) is one of
the oldest and ceytainly one of the most conspicuous
feminist oyganizations in the United States. NOW was founded
41When O=lacking feminist consciousness, 1=potential foy
feminist consciousness, and 2=politicized feminist
consciousness, the mean of men's scoyes was .8749. The mean
of women's scoyes was .8145. Men's n=275 and women's n=318;
t=.92. The significance of twas .359.
42See Table 3 in the Appendix.
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in 1966 by a group of twenty-eight women who had worked with
their respective states' Commissions on the status of Women.
Finding that the federal government was largely turning a
blind eye to the problems of women, a decision was made that
a "NAACP for women" was needed to make their voices heard.
In October, 1966, three hundred men and women attended
the first meeting of the National Organization for Women.
They adopted a statement of purpose and wrote bylaws.
Officers were elected: Betty Friedan as president, Aileen
Hernandez as vice-president West, Richard Graham as
vice-president East, and Caroline Davis as
secretary-treasurer. There were twenty-four members of the
board, four of whom were men. 43
Since its founding, NOW has been at the forefront of
the movement supporting women's equal rights for twenty-five
years. NOW has become the benchmark of feminist
organizations and the standard by which many proponents of
feminism are judged. According to Maren Lockwood Carden, who
has ch"(onicled NO~~'s early history, "NOW represents the
spectrum of characteristics found ... within the other
groups ... NOW is in such respects the most important and the
most representative of the Women's Rights
organizations ... "44 Since NOW is accepted as a
representation of feminism and feminists, it would seem
43Carden, pp. 104-105.
44Carden, p. 103.
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advantageous tCI any attempt to operationalize "feminism" to
examine the criteria by which NOW as an organization judges
"feminists".
According to the latest NOW publication describing the
goals of the organization, there are eleven main objectives
in the NOW "platfoO(m". The first is the feminization of
pO',.,Jer, interplreted as mClving "feminist ',.,Jomen into
policy-making decisions in government, business, education,
religion, and all the other powerful institutions of
soc iety." The second is equal i ty clf economic rights for
women, in the fOl'm of jobs, pay, credit, insurance,
pensions, fringe benefits, and Social Security. Third is the
Equal Rights Amendment, which the membership of NOW
continues to make a priority. Fourth is the women's right to
control her reproductive faculties, defined by NOW as
"access to safe and legal abortion, to effective birth
,:ontlo-ol, [and] to reproductive health and education." Fifth,
NOW is committed to opposing discrimination based on sexual
orientation in all areas. The elimination of racism is the
si~(;th plank of the "platform". In the seventh, NOW "supports
public programs to provide early childhood development as
well as quality child care to meet the needs of
children ... " Not.J makes cllder women a priority as well in the
eighth plank of the platform, seeking to protect retirement
programs and health insurance coverage. Homemakers are
supported in the ninth plank as the performers of "vital
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services ... for family and society." Tenth, NOl-J takes a stand
against violence against women by supporting legislation
against sexual assault and spouse abuse. Finally, NOW seeks
to eliminate discrimination against women in educational
opportunities, including recreation and sports.4~
While NOW makes it clear in its publications that
these and many other issues fall under their purview, they
reiterate in their statement of purpose that their main aim
is to "bring \.}omen into full participation in the mainstrec\m
of Amelr i c an soc i et y NOl-J."
From this description by a prominent feminist
organization, is it possible to build a variable from them
that is a more representative measure of a feminist
viewpoint which can be used to measure men as well as women?
Questions exist in the NES survey series that
correspond roughly to most of the planks in the NOW
platfcqrm. In following section of this chapter, these
variables will be listed and explained.
OPERATIONALIZING OF NOW ISSUES
Twenty variables related to the NOW goals as listed in
the publication described above were used to represent the
planks in the NOW platform. Two goals which have no
corresponding question are not represented in the measure. 45
4~Who Cares About Women's Rights? (Washington, D.C.: National
Organizat ion for Women, 1'388).
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A number of goals have more than one corresponding variable.
If two or more variables corresponded to one of the NOW
issues, all were included.
For the first NOW goal, the feminization of power,
four variables were used as representations. The equal role
for women scale, mentioned previously in this paper, was
included, as was the political participation variable, which
asks for a reaction to the statement: "Most men aO(e bettelo-
suited emotionally for politics than are most ',.)omen." Three
feeling thermometers also fall under this heading: the
women's liberation movement, Geraldine Ferraro, and
feminism.
The second goal, economic rights, was operationalized
with the use of three variables. The first consisted of a
question dealing with the obligation of the federal
government to "improve the sCII:ial and economic position of
',.)omen." The second val"iable used the answers to a similar
question: whether federal spending on improving the position
of women should be increased, decreased, or stay the same.
The final variable in this NOW goal was a question which
asked about spending on affirmative action programs for
women.
The fourth NOW goal encompasses reproductive rights.
Only one question in the survey data addressed any of the
46The third goal, addressing the Equal Rights Amendment, and
the last goal, the elimination of discrimination in regards
to education, were not included in the analysis because of a
lack of representational variables in the data set.
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reproductive rights issues raised by NOW. That question
addressed the abortion issue. So the inquiry into a person's
feelings about abortion was added into the analysis as a
representat ic,n of "t-eproduct ive rights".
For the fifth goal, that of rights for gays and
lesbians, a feel ing thet-mometer question on "gays and
lesbians, that is homose~/;uals" was used to reflect the gay
rights issue.
Eliminating racism is the sixth plank of the NOW
platform, and questions concerning racism are numerous in
this survey data. Four questions were used in this context
to represent this NOW issue. Three questions were in the
form of feeling thermometers. These feeling thermometers
probed feelings toward blacks, Hispanics, and civil rights
leaders. The final question used in this NOW goal category
was the respondents' opinions (strongly agree to strongly
disagree) to this statement: "Equal oppolrtunity for blacks
and whites to succeed is important, but it's not really the
government's job to guarantee it."
To operationalize NOW's commitment to early childhood
development, the seventh goal, three variables were used.
All three were questions dealing with starting, increasing,
or decreasing government spending on particular programs.
Since food stamps are a government program which enables
parents to feed dependent children, the variable addressing
spending on the food stamp program was included. The second
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variable asked about spending on the public schdols. Lastly~
a variable inquiring about the opinions concerning spending
for child care for working women was added.
NOW's support of older women's rights was
operationalized by three variables. These were spending on
Social Security, spending on Medicare~ and spending on older
people. 47 Homemakers' rights~ the ninth NOW goal~ was
represented by a question dealing with the survey
respondent's answer to a question concerning the social
status of homemakers. For violence against women~ the tenth
NOW goal, two questions addressing the issue of government
spending on dealing with crime were used.
Many of the NOW goals are represented here by
variables that a researcher may perceive as having
connections to the tenets that are tenuous at best. The
absence of more variables concerning issues of birth control
and reproduction is certainly a problem. The use of the
"fc.od stamps" variable as a l'epl'esentation of the support of
early childhood development is rather ambiguous, as well as
is the "social status of homemakers" to stand for
homemakers' rights. Additionally, there were no variables
dealing specifically with crimes against women or the rights
of older women. The variables used were simply questions
47These general variables were used because of the lack of
variables specifically addressing the needs of older women.
Because the more general variables were available for use in
the analysis, they were included as substitutes, albeit
imperfect ones, for feelings concerning spending on older
women.
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concel'"ning "cl'"ime" and "oldel'" people", an entil'"ely
diffel'"ent mattel'" than issues that deal specifically with
women. Howevel'", this pl'"oblem of specificity of val'"iables is
well-l'"ecognized in the field, and is always a difficulty
when a l'"eseal'"chel'" attempts to utilize the l'"esults of
existing sUl'"veys.48
The NOW tenets would seem to be a powel'"ful tool fol'"
the measurement of feminism if they can be opel'"ationalized
in a fashion which emphasizes theil'" respective weights,
hence the use of factor analysis to SOl'"t out and separate
the most relevant factors of feminism as operationalized in
the NOW platform.
The goal of factol'" analysis is to determine if
correlations among a set of variables can be accounted for
by one or mOl'"e underlying dimensions, called factol'"s.49 The
assumption of factol'" analysis is that these factors can be
used to explain complex phenomena- in this case, feminism. so
Factor analysis is pal'"ticularly useful when there are many
variables which could have an impact on an issue. By
examining the variances of the variables, factor analysis
48Although the constl'"uction of an index variable from the NOW
variable list was attempted, it was found not to be feasible
because of the necessity of making value judgements as to
the "best" representations of specific NOW goals from tWCI or
more related variables.
49James Jaccard and Michael A. Becker, Statistics fol'" the
Behavioral Sciences, 2nd edition (Belmont: Wadsworth
Publishing, 1983), p. 467.
SONorusis, Marija J., SPSSx Introductory Statistics Guide,
(Chicago: SPSS Inc., 1988), p. 200.
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can tell a researcher which variables are interrelated and
which are not. When the relationship between variables is
strong, the number assigned the variable in the factor
analysis is correspondingly high, and the variable is said
tCI be "highly-loaded". If a correlation is low Ol"
non-existent, then the variable can be dropped from the
analysis.
For this research, factor analysis was used as an
attempt to negate the effects of the dilemma of too many
variables. The use of factor analysis, which has as its
purpose the "weeding out" of variables that dc, not help to
explain a particular concept, became the logical next step
in this research. It will be seen that indeed while some of
these variables do seem to be ambiguous as representations
of issues for which NOW stands, and others almost
irrelevant, some do seem to fit nicely into discrete
categories along the lines of the NOW tenets.
THE RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS
Is thel"e a different "feminism" f,:,r men than for
women? Are men completely excluded from the possibility of
being feminists because of their gender? A factor analysis
using the "feminist" variables as defined by the NOW
platform of beliefs may help to clarify these questions as
well as suggest new lines of inquiry for future researchers.
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The factor analysis was performed using the variables
contained in 1985 Pilot study of the National Election Study
surveys.51 The analysis yielded seven factors for both men
and women, but the resemblance between the genders ended
there. 52 For men, there were four heavily loaded variables
(greater than .50) in the first factor. Listed in decreasing
order of magnitude, they were: 1) government spending for
improving the position of women, 2) affirmative action for
women, 3) equal opportunity guarantees by government for
blacks and whites to succeed, and 4) government help in
improving the social and economic status of women.
Women shared none of their first factor's
highly-loaded variables with the male sample. In the women's
first factor, the highly-loaded variables were the feeling
thermometer for the women's liberation movement, the feeling
thermometer for feminists, the Geraldine Ferraro feeling
thermometer, the "equal role scale", and the feeling
thermometer dealing with homosexuals. This shows a clear
delineation between the genders.
The second factor shows the same pattern of
differentiation. The male second factor is heavily loaded on
five variables. Federal spending on public schools, the
feeling thermometer concerning homosexuals, the Ferraro
51Analyses were run separately for men and women, and the use
of a weight variable was employed due to an
overrepresentation of elderly in the sample.
52See Tables 4 and 5 in the Appendix for results of factor
analysis.
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feeling thermometer, the civil rights leaders thermometer,
and spending on child care for working mothers are the high
loading variables on the second factor for the men in the
sample.
The second factor for women more closely resembles the
first factor of the men. Affirmative action for women heads
the list of high loading variables in the women's second
factor, followed by government spending to improve the
position of women, government spending on child care for
working women, and government help in improving the social
and economic status of women.
The third factor for men loads heavily on four
variables related to government spending: spending on Social
Security, Medicare, older people, and food stamps. For
women, the third factor is loaded on three feeling
thermometer scores: the Hispanics feeling thermometer, the
feeling thermometer relating to blacks, and the thermometer
concerning civil rights leaders.
Even without examining the remaining four factors, it
is apparent that there is a significant difference in the
patterns of factor loadings between men and women. Though
the explained variance lessens considerably in the four
remaining factors, the differences between the genders in
the highly loaded variables persists.
In the fourth factor, the heavily loaded variables
were the feeling thermometers dealing with blacks,
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Hispanics, and civil rights leaders. For women, the fourth
factor loaded heavily on two variables: spending for
Medicare and Social Security. The fifth factor for men
showed heavy loading on three variables. The highest loading
variable in this factor was the variable asking for the
respondent's agreement or disagreement on the statement
which addresses women's fitness for service in the political
arena as opposed to men's. The other two significant
\/ariables:. ',.,Ie"re the "equal rights scale" and the question
addressing abortion. For the sample of women, the fifth
factor loaded heavily on the two variables which posed
questions about spending on crime.
Men, on the other hand, had the crime variables
loading highly in their sixth factor. Women's sixth factor
had as its high loading variables the questions concerning
the social status of homemakers and opinions on abortion.
For the seventh and final factor, men's sole high-loading
variable was the feminist feeling thermometer. Women had two
variables heavily loaded on their seventh factor: government
spending on the public schools and on older people.
This perfunctory review of the heavily-loaded
variables in a factor analysis of NOW issues for both men
and women may seem on its surface to be hopelessly complex
and totally incompr-ehensible. The "patterns" revealed by the
analysis may not seem at first glance to be patterns at all,
but a random listing of completely unrelated variables.
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However¥ the technique of factor analysis is used
primarily tCI discern the underlying "factm-s" which e:/;plain
a phenomenon¥ in this case the phenomenon of feminism¥ and
the results are by definition not random.~3 Through
research of the relevant literature on the topic of feminism
coupled with a discussion of the results of this factor
analysis y this paper will attempt to suggest explanations
for the outcome of this inquiry.
Also¥ the following chapters will examine the impact
of this research on the strategies of today¥s feminists as
well as attempt to posit an answer tCI the question¥ "Can men
be feminists?"
~3Jaccard and Becker, p. 467.
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CHAPTEF.: FOUR
The NOW Issues Measure
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Factor analysis is not the ultimate answer to the
poroblem of disceorning the possibility of a "male feminism",
but it is a tool which can begin to shed light on the
elements which underlie both genders' viewpoints of the
ethereal tc.pic of "feminism". Factci)~s will be e~/;tracted for
both men and women utilizing variables which have been drawn
from NOW's list of concerns. From these results, the gender
differences in the salient factors can be closely examined.
The outcomes will then be evaluated as to their fit within
the established feminist frameworks as listed in Chapter
One.
COMPARISON AND CONTRAST OF FACTORS
As discussed in Chapter Three, a distinctive
difference appeared between the genders when a factor
analysis was performed using the NOW issues variables. The
first factor for men explains 25.9% of the total variance of
what constitutes the definition of feminism for the purposes
of this study, namely, the NOW issues variables. The
high-loading variables on Factor 1 for men were (in
decreasing ord~r of magnitude): government spending on
women, affirmative action for women, equal opportunity for
blacks, and government help for women (see Table 6).
Compare this result with the high-loading variables
in the factor analysis that was performed on the females in
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FACTOR LABELS AND VARIABLE REPRESENTATIONS
MEN'S FEMINIST ECONOMIC ACTION FACTOR (factor 1)
variable 733: government should help women
variable 7106: equal opportunity for blacks should/should
not be guaranteed by the government
variable 7233: government spending to improve the position
of women
variable 7237: affirmative action for women
MEN'S FEMINIST ADVOCACY FACTOR (factor 2)
variable 539: feeling thermometer/Geraldine Ferraro
variable 5229: feeling thermometer/homosexuals
variable 5230: feeling thermometer/civil rights leaders
variable 5743: spending on public schools
variable 7230: child care for working women
MEN'S FEMINIST EMPOWERMENT FACTOR (factor 5)
variable 447: equal role scale
variable 454: men are better suited for politics
variable 803: abortion
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WOMENPS FEMINIST FEELING FACTOR (factor 1)
variable 539: feeling thermometer/Geraldine Ferraro
variable 5229: feeling thermometer/homosexuals
variable 5233: feeling thermometer/womenPs liberation
movement
variable 8121: feeling thermometer/feminists
variable 447: equal role scale
WOMENPS FEMINIST ECONOMIC FACTOR (factor 2)
variable 733: government should help women
variable 7233: government spending to improve the position
of women
variable 7237: affirmative action for women
variable 7240: child care for working women
WOMENPS PRIVATE EMPOWERMENT FACTOR (factor 6)
variable 8231: social status of homemakers
variable 803: abortion
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the survey. Explaining 23.7% of the variance, Factor 1 for
women was comprised of these high-loading variables (also in
decreasing order of magnitude): the feeling thermometer
concerning the women's liberation movement, the feeling
thermometer for feminists, the feeling thermometer for
Geraldine Ferraro, the "equal rights scale", and the feeling
thermometer concerning homosexuals.
This is a dramatic difference. The genders share not
one variable in common in their respective first factors.
When conjecturing the reasons for this, it is important to
attempt to understand how the variables within the factors
relate to each other and how they combine to provide an
e~/;planation l,.,Ihich can be termed an important "factor" of
feminism.
Men's first factor, which will now be termed the Men's
Feminist Economic Action factor, consists of variables which
address specific government actions that need to be taken to
improve the economic standing of women.
For men, each of the variables in the Men's
Feminist Economic Action factor is comprised of some sort of
government action, either government spending on or
government assurance of equal opportunity. This is extended
across racial lines as well as across divisions of gender,
as evidenced by the high loading in this factor of a
variable addressing equal opportunity for blacks (see
Appendix for exact text of variables).
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Another commonality in the variables in men's first
factor is the concreteness and specificity of the
recommended actions. The government's )'ole is tCI "impyove
the social and economic pC1sition of women", to "Cgua1'anteeJ
equal CIPpcqrtunity foy blacks and whites", to spend money
"improvCingJ the positicln clf '"Jomen" and to put into place
"affiYmative action pyograms for women".
These are rather definitive statements concerning not
only the necessity for gove1'nment inteyvention in society,
but what the goveynment's yole ought to be and where its
emphasis should be placed- on insuying equal economic
Oppoytunity foy women and blacks. Foy these yeasons, this
f ac tOY '",as tel' med "Men's Fern i n i st Ec onomic Ac t ion" facto'!'".
Compaye this to the most salient factoY foy women.
Women's FactoY 1- which will be teymed the Women's Feminist
Feeling factoY- deals with feelings as opposed to
goveYnmental actions.
This factoY consists of foul' feeling theymometeys,
measuring feelings about the women's movement, feminists,
Geyaldine Feyyayo, and homosexuals, and a fifth vaYiable,
the equal role scale. The equal yole scale deals with
opinions as to what a "wc,man's yole" should be. Elements of
the Women's Feminist Feeling factoY conceyn opinions 01'
feelings as opposed to recommendations of some goveynment 01'
societal action, such as is evidenced in the Men's Feminist
Economic Action facto1'. None of the variables in women's
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fir-st factc.)"- ar-e "action" var-iables. They ar-e all
measur-ements of feelings- thus the name of the factor-~
Women's Feminist Feeling.
It is wor-th noting in this context that the feeling
ther-mometer-s concer-ning feelings towar-d feminists and the
women's liber-ation movement ar-e not high-loading var-iables
in any of the seven factor-s that r-esulted fr-om the men's
factor- analysis. Pr-esumably, feelings for- these gr-oups had
no cor-r-espondingly high cor-r-elations in var-iance with any of
the other- NOW issue var-iables. The possible r-easons for- this
will be a topic of speculation later- in this chapter-.
Ther-e is a dramatic differ-ence between the gender-s in
the second factor- as well. In the men's factor- analysis the
second factor-, the Men's Feminist Advocacy factor-, has a
mor-e eclectic gr-oup of high-loading var-iables than the fir-st
factor-. The issues addr-essed in this factor- concer-n spending
on the public schools, child car-e, homosexuals, civil r-ights
leader-s, and Ger-aldine Fer-r-ar-o. On the sur-face the
commonalities do not appear- to be as clear--cut as in the
Men's Feminist Economic Action factor-. The question that
must be asked, then, is this: what do men's opinions
concer-ning spending on the public schools and child car-e for-
wor-king women have in common with their- feelings about
homosexuals, Ger-aldine Fer-r-ar-o, and civil r-ights leader-s7
Obviously, opinions concer-ning gover-nment spending on
the public schools and gover-nment spending on child car-e for-
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working women evidence a common concern (or lack thereof) of
men with the welfare of children. But what do the subjects
of these variables- children, homosexuals, a woman
politician (who was the first woman nominated for
vice-president in the history of the United States), and
civil rights leaders have in common?
These variables represent persons and groups which
have been traditionally powerless in American society.
Children, certainly, need someone to protect them and speak
for their interests. Civil rights leaders attempt to speak
for the interests of racial minorities. Ferraro could have,
in a position of power, spoken to the specific needs of
women. And homosexuals- who speaks for them? They fall under
the same classification as children for the purposes of this
analysis- as powerless persons in need of protection. They
are only Just now (1992) beginning to find their own voice,
which in 1985- the time this survey was conducted- was
sorely lacking.
Thus the Men's Feminist Advocacy factor is concerned
with opinions relating to powerless groups in our society,
and the feelings toward persons and groups who can be their
advocates. This factor shows the possibility of a male
sensitivity to the powerlessness of these groups and an
awareness of their need for advocacy.
Women's Feminist Economic factor, on the other hand,
shares all but one variable with Men's Feminist Economic
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Action factor. The single difference between the Men's
Feminist Economic Action factor and women's Feminist Economic
factor is the substitution of the variable denoting spending
on ,:hild caIre for the "equal oppolrtunity for blacks"
variable in the men's factor. The women in this sample seem
to be more concerned with their rights and needs as women to
succeed in the world than they are with equal rights for
blacks, Hispanics, homosexuals, or any other reference group
with which they can identify. Perhaps women see their
identity as women as being more salient than other possible
identities, or possibly women do not accept a linkage
between the advancement' of rights for minority groups and
advancement of their rights as women. Because this factor
differs in that sense from Men's Feminist Economic Action
factor, which includes equal opportunity for blacks- and
thus seems to class women with racial minorities- this
factor will be distinguished as the Women's Economic Action
For men, the third factor is concerned with government
spending on social welfare programs: Social Security,
Medicare, and food stamps. Women's third factor concentrates
on ethnic minorities; included are the feeling thermometer
variables measuring feelings about Hispanics, blacks, and
civil rights leaders. In Factc,r 4, the variables are
virtually switched between the genders- the men's factor
lists the three feeling thermometers concerned with ethnic
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minorities, and women have the variables on spending for
Medicare and Social Security. Because the grouping of
variables in these factors is virtually identical across
gender lines and the importance of these issues for both men
and women seems to be the same as well, these factors will
not be a further subject of discussion.
Men's factor 5, the Feminist Empowerment Factor,
shows another interesting difference between the concerns of
men and women. This factor for men combines the answers to
three variables: the statement that men are better suited
for politics than women, the equal role variable, and
feelings on abortion rights. For women, Factor 5 voices
concerns about crime, which is identical to men's sixth
factor. However, there is no factor in the women's analysis
that corresponds to the Feminist Empowerment factor in the
men's analysis.
What is the commonality underlying the three Feminist
Empowerment factor variables for men? It would seem to be a
logical assumption that a man who believes that men would be
better suited for politics would also believe that women
should not have an equal role with men in running business,
industry, and government, and vice versa. But how does
abortion relate to these two variables?
Abortion is an issue in which the judgements of the
individual woman are subject to scrutiny. The right of a
woman to determine what happens within her body is the
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subject of much heated debate. Upon examination, it is
fairly easy to discern a connection between the abortion
question and the other two variables. A man opposed to all
three of these issues could use this line of reasoning to
justify his beliefs: why should an individual woman, who is
not as able as a man to run business, industry, or
government, have the opportunity to make this life-or-death
decision without the benefit of societal and government
supervision? If women are not as able as men to run the
institutions of power in our society, how are they then able
to make this important decision without advice from these
institutions? A man opposed to these ideas would maintain
that women are not as able in positions of power- whether it
be power in government, power in business, or power over
life-and-death decisions concerning their own bodies.
This would also hold true for the opposite view- the
man who would be in favor of all three variables. If women
are just as able as men to hold positions of power in our
society, where other important decisions are made, then they
should be allowed to make decisions pertaining to their own
bodies without forced assistance or advice. This factor
concerns the ability of women to make judgements and
decisions which affect society.
Another reason abortion may be grouped in this factor
could relate to the feasibility of a woman rearing unwanted
children and maintaining a career simUltaneously. It is
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difficult for a woman to have a high-powered career and
raise children- even planned and wanted children. Perhaps
the grouping of variables in this factor is a manifestation
of doubt on the part of the men in this sample as to the
capacity of women to play an equal role with men without the
option of choices in their reproductive lives. If this is a
consideration in this factor, it is certainly a pragmatic
one.
Whereas men made crime their issue in Factor 6,
women's sixth factor proves both interesting and pertinent.
The variables in this factor include the social status of
homemakers and abortion. How are these two issues connected?
If women have the right to choose to have a child and
then choose to stay at home with that child, then the social
status of homemakers piesumably would be increased, because
this sacrifice is seen by society as a choice on the part of
the mother. However, if abortion is not an option, and a
woman is forced by society to bear an unwanted child and
stay at home with that child (especially in the case of poor
women), then the social status of homemakers may suffer as a
result. Society venerates the woman who makes sacrifices to
stay at home and rear her children. But few in society
respect the woman who has one unplanned child after another
and is virtually forced to stay at home with them, lacking
the finances to pay for adequate day care. The power to
choose abortion may be seen by many women as a safety valve
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to avoid the trap of unplanned children and the subsequent
vituperation of society at large.
The women in this sample seem to make a connection not
between their ability to make judgements about abortions and
their ability to function in the public arena, but between
their ability to have abortions and their empowerment in the
home. This factor '..Jill be termed "Women's Private
Emp owet- men t" f ac t clr .
To summarize, there are some glaring differences in
some of the factors underlying men's and women's feminism as
measured by the use of the NOW variables. Men seem to
categorize opportunities for women with opportunities for
blacks through government economic action. Women see
economic advancement as being tied only to provisions for
the care of their children while they work, and not to any
minority group. Women combine strong feelings about the
women's movement, Ferraro, and feminists with feelings
toward homosexuals. There is no corresponding grouping of
feelings toward women and homosexuals for the men in this
sample. Men, however, do share feelings about children with
feelings toward Ferraro, civil rights leaders, and
homosexuals. Men share perceptions concerning women's
ability to make judgements in the public sphere as well as a
personal judgement, abortion. Women, on the other hand,
connect the ability to have an abortion with society
respecting them as homemakers- homemakers by choice.
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How do these findings relate to the already
established frameworks which delineate the different
"strains" of feminism? Is there a particular strain of
feminism into which these findings will fit? A
re-examination of the main feminist frameworks as they
pertain to the findings in the factor analysis will help to
establish if indeed there is a possible connection or if
there is a need for an as yet unknown model of feminism.
COMPARISONS TO FEMINIST FRAMEWORKS
In Chapters One and Two, the two major feminist
frameworks were discussed, as well as a number of empirical
studies addressing the measurement of feminism. The first
framework divided feminism into four main types: radical,
Marxist, liberal, and ecofeminism. Do the results of the
factor analysis correspond to any of these feminist types?~4
The category of radical feminism stresses that women's
oppression is the fundamental form of societal oppression.
Women are portrayed as the victims of men, who are the cause
of all of society's evils.
Do any of the factors in the analysis relate to this
particular feminist viewpoint? It would not seem so. The
classification of varibles clearly shows that women in this
~4Since none of the NOW goals included references to the
environment, the ecofeminist ideology was not included in
this analysis.
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sample share feelings their concerns about the status of
women with the status of another social group- homosexuals.
Crime is seen as a separate issue for women, not one that is
highly loaded on the factor which addresses feelings towards
feminists or the women's liberation movement. If women
envisioned themselves as victims, and crime as the purview
of men, then from the radical feminists' view the women's
movement could be seen as a way of solving the crime
problem. Crime then would be included in one of the feminist
factors. It is not. For both the men and women in this
sample, crime was seen as a separate issue, devoid of both
race and gender.
Men combine the goal of economic advancement of blacks
with improving the position of women in society. They also
included women, homosexuals, children, and civil rights
leaders as related variables. For men, women are a minority
group to be classed with other minority groups.
It would appear from the results of the factor
analysis that there is no awareness of or support for a
radical feminist ideology from either the men or the women
in this sample.
A supporter of the Marxist feminist perspective could
be somewhat more hopeful upon viewing the outcome. A Marxist
feminist believes that men and women belong to separate
classes and that the ruling class- men- controls the means
of production. The men's Feminist Economic Action factor and
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the Women's Economic Action factor would point to a
definite awareness of economic inequality as posing a
problem for women. This does not indicate whole-hearted
support for the Marxist feminist perspective, as factor
analysis only supplies groups of variables that have similar
correlations, be they positive or negative. But it does show
that the persons in this sample tended to group economic
variables into factors that could be interpreted by Marxist
feminists as representing a Marxist view of feminism.
Liberal feminists also could find corroboration of
their ideological classification in these results. In the
male sample, whose eclectic grouping of variables in the
first two factors covers everyone from children to blacks to
homosexuals, it seems that men who favor equality for women
are also supportive of equal rights for all. This
corresponds nicely with liberal feminist ideology, which
emphasizes the rights of individuals to exercise autonomy
and fulfill themselves. In addition, this ideology closely
corresponds with First Wave feminism's "equal rights" stance
and the Western liberal tradition.
The National Organization for Women, from whose
literature this working definition of feminism was deduced,
is an organization which has been classified by some
scholars as best representing the liberal feminist
ideology.~~ Therefore, it is not surprising that the factor
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analysis should provide factors which seem to conform with a
liberal feminist agenda, such as Men's Feminist Economic
Action, Women's Femimist Economic Action, Women's Feminist
Feeling, and Men's Feminist Advocacy. It is pel'haps mOl·-e
significant that it is possible to put a Marxist slant on
the Men's and Women's Feminist Economic Action factors.
None of these results, however, can be interpreted as
belonging strictly to one feminist "style" as they 'nlet-e
defined by this particular framework. Is there another
framework to which they will more closely correspond?
The other prevalent feminist framework was formulated
by Naomi Black in her book Social Feminism. Black divides
feminism into two types: social and equity. Equity feminism
she defines as "the e~/;te[nsion] of rights nO'nI enjoyed by
other groups ... to wc.men." Social feminism to Black is the
product of "rclle e~/;tension".~e Do the factc,rs pc.int to this
sort of classification?
It is difficult to speculate as to the fit of these
factors into Black's framework. Does affirmative action for
women speak to extension of women's rights or extension of
their roles? Did the candidacy of Geraldine Ferraro not
extend to both these approaches?
The Black framework would seem to be ineffectual for
the purposes of this analysis because of problems of
ambiguity. Is thel'e another interpretation of feminism into
~eBlack, pp. 28-29.
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which these feminist factors will fit?
KLEIN'S GENDER POLITICS
According to Ethel Klein, women develop a feminist
consciousness as the result of feeling themselves members of
the gender group "women". The feeling of belonging to the
community of women, or an attachment to women as a group, is
the first stage of feminism for women. Following this group
affiliation, women's personal awarenesses of gender-based
discrimination lead them to a feminist ideology.
Men, on the other hand, do not share women's
group-membership affiliation or personal experience of
discrimination. Men's feminism depends on adherence to an
ideology that espouses equality for all people, including
women. Do the results of the factor analysis bear out
Klein's perspective on feminism?
In their Feminist Economic Action factor, men group
the economic advancement of blacks with affirmative action
and equal economic opportunities for women. In the Women's
Femimist Economic Action factor, women do not include blacks
as a variable related to their economic advancement, but
select the provision of child care instead as a variable
which has an impact on their economic welfare. Men who favor
economic opportunities for women also advocate economic
opportunities for blacks. Women, whose experience serves as
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a substitute for the mOl'"e abst"(act "equal OPpol"tunity"
ideology of men, do not equate l'"acial equality with gendel'"
equality. This l'"esult would seem to l'"einfol'"ce Klein's
analysis.
Women's Feminist Feeling factol'" also appeal'"s to fall
into Klein's descl'"iption of feminism. It is no accident that
23.7% of the val'"iance in women's fil'"st factol'" defining
"feminism" in this study ',yas e~/;plained by val'"iables ',yhich
denote feelings. Val'"iables measul'"ing feelings about the
',yomen's 1 i ber at i c.n movement, fem i n i st s, t3e"( 211 dine Fen" ar 0,
equal l'"ights for women, and homosexuals are the maJol'" factor
behind whether a woman is a feminist accol'"ding to the
opel'"ationalization of the NOW tenets. Men have not
expel'"ienced discrimination as a result of gendel'", and
stl'"ucture theil'" attitudes towal'"d women and minol'"ities in the
smae fashion. Thus they point to the desirability of
equality of economic Oppol'"tunity fol'" all. Women, who may
have personally expel'"ienced discl'"imination, specify personal
feelings about women's gl'"OUpS and homosexuals. This result
is entirely in agreement with Klein's two paths to feminism.
Men's Feminist Advocacy factor follows Klein's
description as well. Men, who come by their feminism as the
result of ideology, have grouped children, civil rights
leaders, homosexuals, and women together as populations
which need advocacy in society. Women, who have individual
experience with discriminatory policies, do not have a
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corresponding factor. This would also correspond to Klein's
description of the paths to feminism. Since ideology is not
the motivating factor behind feminism for women, women do
not see their liberation as tied to the liberation of other
oppressed groups.
If a liberal ideology is indeed the motivation behind
men's feminism, as Klein suggests, then men's fifth factor,
Men's Feminist Empowerment, should not be surprising. The
credo of liberal feminism is autonomy and
self-determination, and a feminist in the liberal tradition
would certainly support increased decision-making capability
for women in all roles in society.
Similarly, the factor representing Women's Private
Empowerment shows a more personal stake in women's lives
with the dereliction of the right to choose. The women in
this sample do not connect abortion with their economic
opportunity- in the Women's Feminist Economic Action factor,
they have made child care, not abortion, a necessary
prerequisite for their economic advancement. They see the
right to choose abortion as more closely related to their
status in the home. This result seems to indicate that women
have either lived this experience or can empathize with it.
Men, who equate abortion with the idea of economic
opportunities for women, have difficulty relating to
women's feelings about abortion.
Of the views of feminism as presented here, Klein's
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would seem best borne out by the results of this research.
The men who are in favor of economic equality for women
extend that view to blacks. Men perceive as related the
rights of other disenfranchised groups such as children and
homosexuals. Those who believe that women should share power
with men in society also feel that women need to have the
right to choose if and when they bear children. Those men
who advocate all of these views could be considered to be
feminists acco"rding to the r-ml-J tenets, specifically, libe"l"al
feminists in the tradition of the men of First Wave
fem i n ism.
Women, who come to a feminist group consciousness
through feelings of connectedness with women as a group,
share feelings about the women's liberation movement,
feminists, Geraldine Ferraro, equal roles for women, and
homosexuals. This Women's Feminist Feeling factor is the
primary factor in the analysis for women. The Women's
Feminist Economic Action factor plays only a secondary role
in explaining feminism in women. This reinforces Klein's
view that women's group consciousness is the first necessary
component of feminism for women.
Does this outcome point to the existence of male
feminists? Klein thought so. In 1972, when she performed her
research, she rated 22% of the population - men and women -
as " s tr-ongly feminist".!.'57
57Klein, p. 103.
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However, the results of factor analysis do not
disclose how many respondents in a sample agree or disagree
with the variables in a factor. Factor analysis only reveals
which variables have a tendency to have related responses-
those surveyed who agree with one variable would also tend
to agree with all of the others in anyone factor. In order
to ascertain the potential for the existence of male
feminists according to the definition of feminism that was
employed in the factor analysis, other statistical measures
must be performed. This will be undertaken in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTEF~ FIVE
Interpretations and Implications
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The previous chapter presented empirical results
suggesting that men can indeed be feminists, if they
approach feminism from a liberal ideological perspective.
Klein's research seems to reiterate this view. But there is
a difference between stating that men can be feminists and
determining if any male feminists exist.
As stated earlier in this paper, men participated in
the First Wave of the women's movement, and were present at
the beginning of the Second Wave. Are there still male
feminists? What does their presence- or absence- portend
for the future of the women's movement?
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH USING THE NOW VARIABLES
By using the results of the factor analysis for men as
a measure of male feminism, a tabulation of the number of
male feminists in this 1985 sample was performed. For each
high-loading variable in the Men's Feminist Economic Action
factor, the values of the variables were selected which
would cc.nstitute a "feminist" lrespOnSe.:'.58 They Welre then
combined, giving each of the variables equal weight, and a
frequency analysis was conducted which would enumerate the
number of male feminists present in this sample.
Out of a sample of 303 men, eight, or 2.7%, could be
:'.58These positions supported: 1) government spending to improve
the position of women; 2)affirmative action for women; 3)
government action to ensure equal opportunity for blacks;
and 4) government help for women.
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labeled as feminists by these criteria. Those eight men held
views which conformed to a feminist viewpoint on all four of
the variables in the Men's Feminist Economic Action factor.
Twenty-eight men, or 9.2% of the total sample, conformed to
a feminist view on three of the four variables.
Eighty-eight percent of the men in the sample agreed with
the feminist viewpoint on two or fewer of the variables in
this factor, with the majority (54.2%) agreeing with none of
the variables. s •
What components could account for these results? In
order to test if there were any particular traits that would
account for a man being either more or less:, II feminis'l-;" 1 the
variables representing education, political party, race,
political ideology (liberal-conservative), age, mother's
employment or lack thereof, and participation in a
relationship (men who had been or are currently married or
living with someone as opposed to single men) were all
regressed over an index variable built from the four
variables in the Men's Feminist Economic Action factor. 50
The variables that showed a statistically significant
relationship were (in decreasing order of magnitude): race,
ideology, education, and having a mother who had been
employed when the respondent was a child. A non-white male
is more likely to be a feminist according to the variables
~·See Table 6 for frequencies.
50See Table 7 in Appendix.
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in the Men's Feminist Economic Action factor, as is a
liberal man, or a man whose mother worked outside the home.
However, the education variable varied in a direction that
was somewhat unanticipated. A man with less education is
more likely to be in favor of economic rights for women than
is a man with higher education, which would indicate that he
is more familiar with discrimination against women and its
effects.
This unexpected result could perhaps be explained by
the economic status of the men involved. A man with less
education and presumably less earning power could be more
dependent on a second income- his wife's. A man in this
position could wish for his wife to, if she must work, be
able to bring home more money to the family. Perhaps a man
with more education, and more earning power, would see
demands for feminist economic equality as frivolous. He is
not so dependent on a wife's extra income.
This avenue, as well as many others in this paper,
needs to be more fully explored by additional research. Only
after more inquiry and observation can more definitive
statements be made about male feminists and the attitudes of
the majority of men toward feminism.
It-JHY SO FEW MEN?
Since men were deeply involved in the women's suffrage
movement, and were present at the advent of the women's
liberation movement in the 1960's and early 1970's, why are
there so few male feminists in this survey?
Upon re-examination of the various strains of feminism
currently in fashion, i.e., radical feminism, socialist
feminism, et cetera, it ',,,Jould seem to be a logical
conclusion that men have not simply abandoned feminist views
of their own accord. They were assisted by the development
of increasingly more radical feminist ideologies which
systematically exclude them. At the inception of NOW in
1966, men were included in positions of power as equal
partners; feminist doctrines c,f the 1980's and 1990's insist
that groups with men in their membership ranks are
intl'insically "ant i-feminist".
Why is this the case? ArenVt women in the feminist
movement figuratively shooting themselves in the collective
foot by insisting that men can't be feminists? Surely the
stringent "rules" governing who can and can't be a feminist
and the constant infighting about issues of semantics have
"tLlrned off" many 'nlho do indeed suppc.rt the equal t-ights of
women- including not just men, but also women who once
considered themselves feminists.
If the number of "male feminists" in the American
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population is very small, what does this mean for the
feminist movement now and for the future? Certainly for any
feminist goals to be realized, men will have to at least
acquiesce in their implementation. Presuming that some
feminist '""omen want to draw men "into the fold", though
there are undoubtedly many who do not, what can be done to
make that happen?
POSSIBLE STRATEGIES FOR FEMINISTS
According to Klein, men do not come to a feminist
viewpoint because of direct experience with gender
discrimination. Men become feminists through the back door,
so to speak, by means of a liberal ideology. Thus it is not
surprising that non-white men should show more of a tendency
toward a feminist outlook than white males.
Men of racial and ethnic minorities could be targeted
as possible partners in the feminist movement. Having
experienced discrimination themselves, albeit based on race
or ethnicity, these men may be able to identify with the
experiences of women as they pertain to unlawful
discrimination, and feel some empathy for the feminist
cause.
Men of liberal ideology would also seem to be the
natural partners of feminists in that they already stand for
equal rights for all people regardless of race, gender,
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'religion, et cetera. Instead of being e:/;cluded fl'"om the
feminist movement, liberal men should be invited as
partners in the promotion of women's rights. It is they upon
whom women have depended for the acceptance of women into
the halls of what was tl'"aditionally masculine power. The
itinel'"ary of the National Organization for Women is filled
with issues that are not e:/;clusively "wc,men's issues", such
as the elimination of racism and homophobia. These are
liberal issues, upon which an ideological bond with
feminists could be based. Since libel'"al men are already
wOl'"king to change these sorts of policies, why deny them the
opportunity to fight fol'" the rights of women as well?
WOl'"king-class, less-educated men and men who as
childl'"en had working mothel'"s could also, like the non-white
men, be drawn to the women's movement by means of empathy
fol'" women. These men have wives, mothel'"s, and daughters who
must wOl'"k to survive. They have witnessed the toll that
discl'"imination has taken on the female members of their
families. These men could be encoul'"aged into feminism by way
of theil'" vicarious expel'"iences of gendel'" discrimination.
These "target gl'"OUpS", gl'"OUpS which show a
predisposition towal'"d the goals of Feminist Economic Action,
could be the vangual'"d fol'" a new age of equality between men
and women, if they can be persuaded to intel'"nalize feminist
ideology.
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WILL THIS HAPPEN?
The simple answer to this question is no. This will
not happen. The current trend is toward not greater
unification, but greater fragmentation. The Serbs fight the
Croats, African Americans fight Hispanic Americans, Catholic
Irish fight Protestant Irish, ad infinitum. Religious,
ethnic, and racial identities have become all-important as
ever smaller factions begin to form.
The I egendar y "war between the se~/;es" has last ed much
longer than any of the previously mentioned conflicts. And
feminists have determinedly "dLlg in their heels" on the
exclusion of men from their movement.
Typical of this exclusionary sentiment is the
"standpoint" idec.logy clf feminist epistomology espoused by
some feminist theorists in the 1980's. These women,
exemplified by Sandra Harding, Nancy C. M. Hartsock, and
Heidi Hartmann, advocate not simply a gender-integrated
focus on science and the humanities, but a specifically
feminist standpoint on the evolution of knowledge itself. 51
Presumably a feminist view of the world would be vastly
different than that of the traditionally male concentration
on inductive and deductive reasoning, and these women
advocate its progress.
Whether or not one agrees with their perspective is a
51Harding, Sandra, ed. Feminism and Methodology,
(Indianapol is: Indiana University Press, 1'387).
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moot point. These feminists would hardly be enamored of the
inclusion of men in their circle. Instead, they c,:,uld be
said to be advocates of a separatist society, a throwback to
the days when one had to choose between the ideologies of
"equal rights for" 'Homen or the "moral superiority of"
This viewpoint, as well as others in contemporary
feminism, seems to augur little future possibility of a
coalition between feminists and men, and consequently no
possibility of the emergence of a male feminism. And if
feminists continue to advocate this type of exclusionary
tactic they will have no chance whatsoever for forming the
egalitarian society that they maintain they wish to build.
Because of the importance of these issues in the
relationships between men and women, this topic needs to be
more fully explored through direct inquiries of men, who
have heretofore been virtually ignored as the subjects of
feminist study. Feminists need to accept men as possible
partners in the changing of society.
Unless feminists, and indeed, all people, concentrate
on the similarities of human beings instead of the
differences between them, the world will continue to be
filled with strife and turmoil.
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TABLE 1
REGRESSION OF FEMINIST VARIABLES OVER
FEMINIST FEELING THERMOMETER MEASURE
vayiable standaydized beta weights
Feyyayo theYm. -.055115
gendey -.128089
aboytion .028194
child caye.059908
significance
.3955
.0202
.5254
.2518
men bettey/politics
impyove position/women
govt. help/women
equal yole scale
women's movemt. theYm.
affiYmative act./women
.089127
.071951
-.035216
-.142781
.107976
.119291
.1659
.3340
.5923
.0379
.1269
.1270
bold pyint: p less than oy equal to .10
adjusted y squaye=.04407
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TABLE 2
REGRESSION OF FEMININST VARIABLES OVER
FEMINIST CONSCIOUSNESS MEASURE
variables standardized beta weights significance
govt. help/women -.119931
feminist feeling thermo
abortion
child care
.031768
-.134980
.049954
.0637
.6460
.0199
.4083
feels close to feminists .040145
politics better/men .134673
improve position/women .100042
Ferraro thermo .050834
.4982
.0254
.1581
.4361
women's movemt. thermo
aff. action/women
.473471
-.015655
.0000
.8351
bold print: p less than or equal to .10
adjusted r square=.40935
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TABLE 3
REGRESSION OF FEMINIST VARIABLES AND GENDER OVER
MEASURE OF FEMINIST CONSCIOUSNESS
variable standardized beta weights significance
improve position/women .133552 .0257
gender -.020649
feels close to feminists .191315
child care
feminist thermo
govt. help/women
Ferraro thermo
aff. action/women
-.019835
.201383
.079969
.103325
.033152
.6351
.0001
.6891
.0000
.1066
.0419
.5875
bold face: p less than or equal to .10
adjusted r square=.22376
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TABLE 4
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF NOW ISSUES: MEN
(high loading variables in bold print)
variables
53':3
5214
5216
5230
5233
8121
447
733
454
5742
5743
5744
5745
5746
7106
7230
7232
7233
7237
7240
8231
803
FACTOR 1
-.33816
-.02316
-.06277
-.01011
-1121572
-.30182
-.22()26
.24906
.52778
--. ()5253
-.04677
.03742
.23753
.44602
.07750
-.63653
-.03595
.15567
.75413
.73953
.22101
. 211 ':37
.16123
FACTOR 2
.60038
.15256
.07128
.62473
.57478
.43762
.2942':3
-.11012
--.260':3':3
.0954':3
-.15714
-.67964
-.0142'3
-.06517
-.29667
.23584
-.31150
-.0':3693
-.12573
-.0'3654
-.53697
-.08603
.12184
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FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4
-.10634 .89064
-.06561 .87491
-.14121 .24755
-.06442 .53656
-.26139 .20056
-.17072 .05907
.10983 -.20215
-.02978 -.26498
.04816 .09032
.35180 -.04904
.31095 -.06304
.76939 .01129
.59136 -.22311
.72935 -.07769
-.01429 .13538
.66028 -.09459
.09731 -.03032
.15180 .00568
.28938 .02128
.13309 -.06022
.04459 -.09495
-.12300 -.27807
TABLE 4 cont.
vai'"iables FACTOR 5 FACTOR 6 FACTOR 7
53'3 .26433 -.05'3'35 .01012
5214
·
116'34 -.01874 -.01'347
5216
·
12637 -.02441 -.02356
522'3 · ()':3350 .30'345 .02'375
523()
-.06325 .021'36 -.04553
t::".-,I"""'rl""'\
.42745 - 10474 1253'3~L~~
· ·
8121 .32730 .32665 .438'32
447 -.66910 -,,02447 .02824
733 -.32626
·
17025 .006'36
454 .75910 -
·
10556
·
10272
5742 -
·
15720 .52931 -.2'3683
5743 -.01614 .22241 .02'36'3
5744 -.07307 .05472 .06140
5745 -
·
13125 -
·
1472'3 -
·
1'3546
5746 .00247
·
16'353 -
·
14'3'36
7106 -
·
1'3711 .287'38 -.064'38
723() .00313
·
10583 .. 27273
7'-''1'-,
.01713 .75344 10154L~":'
·
7233 -
·
18167 .20214
· 0'3'388
T-"'=" - 14637 10167 .06261..:.. \oJ I
· ·
7240 -
·
17821
·
17866 .08486
8231 -.01128 -.00688 .75642
803 .54587 .25584 -.40838
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TABLE 5
FACTOF.: AI'1AL YSIS OF NO[...J ISSUES: [...JOMEN
(high loading val'"iables in bold pl'"int)
val'"iables FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4
53'3 .63383 -.27855 .07182 --
·
1471'3
5214
·
11167 -a ()8332 .84553 -.05018
5215 .04772 -.08200 .88170 -.0588'3
522 1:3 .51223 --,.01054 .37318 .00201
523() .434'34 -
·
13521 .62149 .08860
5233 .77561 -
·
1'3588 .0'3475 .01542
8121 .71804 - 1.-, .-..-..-, 1811'3 -.04572
·
L....::...::..a::.
·
447 -.62033
·
18457 -.04302 -.0'3585
733 -.3'3222 .58254 -.02736
·
18642
454 .4'3822 -
·
187'33
·
12854 -.07813
5742 .00633 .01158 .0'3275 -.01510
5743 -
·
18725 .08534 -
·
15513
·
103'30
5744 .02247 .05575 .0407'3 .81677
5745 -.34523 .28872 -II 222()5 .4'3227
5745 -.03058 .07225 -.03005 .85152
7105 .24342 -.40077 .40450 .07'335
7230
·
137'38 .34187
·
10372 .30058
7232 .04811 .2538 13 -.05'347 .045'35
7233 -.23015 .71972 .00725 .00804
7237
-.2037'3 .75854 -
·
11338
·
12815
7240 -
·
1018'3 .66483 -
·
18228 .05858
8231
·
11047 -.01543 -.0'3'34'3 .05682
803 .40450 -.01340 -.03040 -.01'3'33
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TABLE 5 cont.
variables FACTOR 5 FACTOR 6 FACTOR 7
53'3
·
10272 .04355 -
·
10510
5214 .07578 -.00551 -.02755
5215 -.01122 -.08481 .02351
522'3 -
·
12'358 -.22051 -.28153
523()
-.05105 -.05184 -
·
13'315
5233 -.02384 .01881 .00489
8121 -.03250
·
11 '352 .05527
447 -.08585 .34045 .0'3355
733
·
10515
·
10828 -.24858
454 .22711 -.35253 .01105
5742 .81773 -
·
10288 .05300
5743
·
12024 -
·
10'3'35 .77210
5744 .0'3051
·
12315
·
18132
5745 -.242'34 -
·
18013 -.048'30
5745 .00'385 .00112 .05138
7105 .25578
·
15055 -.04'334
7230 -
·
150'33 .08440 .59406
7'-"'7"-..
.72380 .043'38 -.02512~...J.&:..
7233 .08445 -.02851
·
185'31
7237
·
14180 .00124 .04435
7240 .05585 .0580'3
·
15532
8231 -
·
10004 .82046 -
·
15028
803 -
·
11184 -.60336 -
·
15873
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TABLE 5
FREQUENCIES: MEN'S FEMINIST ECONOMIC ACTION INDEX
# of "feminist" r-esponses fr-equency per-cent cum. per-cent
0 154 54.2 54.2
1 5'3 1'3.4 73.5
.-, 44 14.5 88. 1..::.
3 28 13.2 '37.3
4 8 2 .. 7 100.0
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TABLE 7
REGRESSION OF CONTROLS OVER MEN'S
FEMINIST ECONOMIC ACTION INDEX VARIABLE
variables standardized beta weights significance
education -.171149 .0040
working mother .124427 .0392
political party .066716 .3238
relationship w/woman .072818 a 2520
white/non-white -.298460 .0000
age -.036306 .5776
lib./cons. ideology .271409 .0001
bold face: p less than or equal to .01
adjusted r square = .25919
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VARIABLE NUMBERS AND CORRESPONDING TEXT
American ~jational Election Study: 1'385 Pilot Study
Center for Political Studies
Institute for Social Research
University of Michigan
VARIABLE :II:
218: Summary: respondent's liberal-conservative placement
C6-point range from strong liberal to strong conservative)
447: Recently there has been a lot of talk about women's
rights. Some people feel that women should have an equal
role with men in running business, industry, and government.
Suppose these people are at one end of the scale at point
number 1. Others feel that a woman's place is in the home.
Suppose these people are at the other end at point 7. And,
of course, some people have opinions in between at points 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6. Where would you place yourself on this
scale, or haven't you thought much about this?
454: Most men are better suited emotionally for politics
than are most women. (5-point scale, agree-disagree)
539: Feeling thermometer- Geraldine Ferraro
553: Summary: respondent's party LD. (6-point scale from
strong Democ~'at to strong Republ ican; 7="other"
8="apolitical"; 7 and 8 ',.,Iere not included in this analysis).
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733: Some people feel that the government in Washington
should make every effort to improve the social and economic
position of women. Others feel that the government should
not make any special effort to help women because they
should help themselves. Where would you place yourself on
this scale, or haven't you thought much about this? (7-point
scale)
803: There has been some discussion about abortion during
recent years. Which one of the opinions on this page best
agrees with your view? You can just tell me the number of
the opinion you choose. i) By law, abortion should never be
permitted. 2) The law should permit abortion c.nly in case of
lrape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger. 3) The
law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape,
incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the
need for the abortion has been clearly established. 4) By
law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as
a matter of personal choice.
810: age
811: Are you married now, living with your husband/wife, or
are you widowed, divorced, separated, or have you never
married?
819: Summary: respondent's education (iO-point scale)
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1136: Other than being a housewife, did your mother (or
mother substitute) have a job while you were growing up?
1201: gender (male, female)
1202: rac e: 1=wh i te 2=bl ac k 3=Amer i c an Ind i an or Al askan
native 4=Asian or Pacific Islander 7=other
5214: Feeling thermometer: blacks
5216: Feeling thermometer: Hispanics
5229: Feeling thermometer: gay men and lesbians, that is
h omose ~/;ua 1 s
5230: Feeling thermometer: civil rights leaders
5233: Feeling thermometer: the women's liberation movement
5742: Should federal spending on dealing with crime be
increased, decreased, or kept about the same?
5743: above format: spending on public schools
5744: above format: spending on Social Security
5745: above format: spending on food stamps
5746: above format: spending on Medicare
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5927: Here is a list of groups. Please read over the list
and tell me the letter for those groups you feel
particularly close to-- people who are most like you in
their ideas, and interests and feelings about things.
Variable 5'327 is "feminists".
7106: Equal opportunity for blacks and whites to succeed is
important, but it's not the government's job to guarantee
it. (5-point scale agree-disagree).
7230: .Should federal spending on helping older people be
increased, decreased, or kept about the same?
7232: above format: dealing with crime
7233: above format: improving the position of women
7237: above format: affirmative action programs for women
7240: above format: child care for working women
7328: (asked of women only) Sometimes a woman might think of
herself as a woman, as a working woman, and sometimes as a
homemaker. Do you think of yourself as a "homemaker" most
of the time, some of the time, occasionally, or never?
(#7328 substitutes "feminist" for "homemaker")
8121: Feeling thermometer: feminists
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8231: Some groups of people in our society enjoy higher
social status than others. By this I mean that they are
thought of by others more favorably, are treated with
greater respect, and work in higher ranking positions.
Please imagine a ladder with ten rungs or steps. The top or
tenth rung or step represents the highest social status, the
bottom or first rung or step represents the lowest social
status. What rung on this imaginary ladder do you think
represents the social status of: homemakers?
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NOW Tenets and Methods of Operationalizing
(variable numbers in parentheses)
1) Feminization of Power
a) Recently there has been a lot of talk about women's
rights. Some people feel that women should have an equal
role with men in running business, industry, and government.
Suppose these people are at one end of the scale at point
number 1. Others feel that a woman's place is in the home.
Suppose these people are at the other end at point 7. And,
of course, some people have opinions somewhere in between at
points 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Where would you place yourself on
this scale, or haven't you thought much about this? (447)
b) After each [statement], I would like you to tell me
whether you agree strongly with the statement, agree
somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or
disagree strongly. [Statement:] Most men are better suited
emotionally for politics than most women. (454)
c ) feeling thermometer: Gerry Ferraro (539)
d) feeling thermometer: women's liberation movement (S233:>
e) feeling thermometer: feminists (8121)
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2) Economic Rights
a) Some people feel that the government in Washington
should make every effort to improve the social and economic
position of women. Others feel that the government should
not make any special effort to help women because they
should help themselves. Where would you place yourself on
this scale, or haven't you thought much about this? (733)
b) Should federal spending on improving the position of
women be increased, decreased, or kept about the same?
(7233)
c) Should federal spending on affirmative action for women
be increased, decreased, or kept about the same? (7237)
3) Equal Rights Amendment
(nothing in survey specifically addresses this issue)
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4) Reproductive Rights
a) There has been some discussion about abortion
during recent years. Which one of the opinions on this page
best agrees with your view? 1: By law, abortion should never
be permitted. 2: The law should pelrmit abortion only in case
of rape, incest, or when the mc,ther's life is in danger. 3:
The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape,
incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the
need for the abortion has been clearly established. 4: By
law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as
a matter of personal choice. (803)
5) Lesbian/Gay Rights
a) feeling thermometer: gay men and lesbians, that is
homosexuals (5229)
6) Eliminating Racism
a) feeling thermometer: blacks (5214)
b) feeling thermometer: Hispanics (5216)
c) feeling thermc,metelr : civil rights leaders (5230)
d) (strongly aglree to strongly disagree) Equal oppOlrtunity
for blacks and whites is important but it's not really the
government's jc,b to gLlarantee it. (7106)
III
7) Early Childhood Development
a) Should federal spending on public schools be increased,
decreased, or kept about the same? (5743)
b) Should federal spending on food stamps be increased,
decreased, or kept about the same? (5745)
c) Should federal spending on childcare for working women
be increased, decreased, or kept about the same? (7240)
8) Older Women's Rights
a) Should federal spending on Social Security be increased,
decreased, or kept about the same? (5744)
b) Should federal spending on Medicare be increased,
decreased, or kept about the same? (5746)
c) Should federal spending on older people be increased,
decreased, or kept about the same? (7230)
9) Homemaker's Rights
a) Some groups of people in our society enjoy a higher
social status than others. By this I mean they are thought
of by others more favorably, are treated with greater
respect and work in higher ranking positions. Please imagine
a ladder with ten rungs or steps. The top or tenth rung or
step represents the highest social status, the bottom or
first rung or step represents the lowest social status. What
rung on this imaginary ladder do you think represents the
social status of: Homemakers? (8231)
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10) Violence Against Women
a) Should federal spending on dealing with crime be
increased, decreased, or kept about the same? (5742)
b) Should federal spending on dealing with crime be
increased, decreased, or kept about the same? (7232)
11) Education Discrimination
(has no relating corresponding variable)
11)
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